
Thank you for choosing K9 2400 / K9 2440, the KIOTI utility vehicle. 

KIOTI is committed to provide the best quality products. 
It is strongly recommended for KIOTI customer to read this owner’s manual thoroughly before using  
K9 2400 / K9 2440 as the manual contains a lot of valuable information, such as safe driving guide, explana-
tion for operations, maintenance interval, simple maintenance guide, trouble shootings and etc.

If you have any question about the product or manual, please feel free to contact KIOTI. 
KIOTI is always trying to deliver ultimate satisfaction and safety to customers.    

FOReWORD

  Make sure to read this manual carefully and keep it handy for future reference.
  When leasing or transferring this vehicle, deliver this manual together with the vehicle.
	 	The	specifications	in	this	manual	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.

< NOTe >
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This manual was compiled in compliance with the ISO 3600, standards and the here contained instructions comply the 
requirements of the Machinery Directive 2010/52/EU in force in the European Community. 

DeSCRIPTION NON CANOPY CANOPY

1. ROPS (protection against overturning) Yes Yes

2. FOPS	(protection	against	objects	falling	from	above) No No

3. OPS	(protection	against	penetration	of	objects	from	sides)
protection against hazardous chemicals

No
(CategoryⅠ)

No
(CategoryⅠ)

ISO 3600 eU STANDARDS
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This manual includes information titled as WARNINg, CAUTION, ImPORTANT 
and NOTe. These titles indicate the following:

SAFeTY AND vehICLe DAmAge WARNINg

This indicates that interesting or helpful information is being 
provided.

NOTe

WARNINg

This indicates that a condition may result in harm, serious 
injury or death to you or other persons if the warning is not 
heeded. Follow the advice provided with the warning.

!

CAUTION

This indicates that a condition may result in damage to your 
vehicle or its equipment if the caution is not heeded. Follow 
the advice provided with the caution.

This mark indicates emphasis on notable characteristics of 
working procedures, and  information about technology for 
easier operation.ImPORTANT
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various universal symbols have been used on the instruments and controls of your KIOTI vehicle. below is a 
list of the universal symbols and their meanings.

UNIveRSAL SYmBOLS

fuel-level  low

Parking brake

battery Charging Condition

Engine Oil-Pressure

Turn Signal

Differential lock

hazard Warning lights

headlight-low beam

headlight-high beam

four-Wheel Drive-ON

h

L

Preheat

Neutral Position 

high speed travel light

low speed travel light

Reverse travel light 

N

R
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-2

1. it is recommended that you read 
and understand this entire manual 
before operation of your new ve-
hicle. failure to do so could result 
in accidents or injury.

2. only persons who are properly 
trained should be allowed to oper-
ate the vehicle.

3. read and follow all warning labels 
and decals affixed to the vehicle.

t66o101a

PRECAUTIONS bEFORE OPERATION
gENERAl PRECAUTIONS

a careful operator is the best opera-
tor. most accidents can be avoided 
by observing certain precautions. to 
help prevent accidents, use these 
safety precautions, and pay attention 
to the job at hand. if you can prevent 
an accident, your time will have been 
well spent.

4. replace any missing or damaged 
decals as soon as it is practical. 
a list of decals is shown on page 
1-20~28.

5. keep safety decals clean of dirt 
and debris.
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safetY precautions 1-�

1

uuvo102a

6. never operate this vehicle or any 
other agricultural equipment while 
under the influence of alcohol, 
drugs or while fatigued. 

7. While working in cooperation with 
other vehicles always communi-
cate your intentions.

 

8. this vehicle should be driven only 
by a driver with a valid driver’s li-
cense.

driver's license

uuvo114a

9. never let anyone under 5 years of 
age ride in the vehicle. if it is un-
avoidable, such child should be se-
cured with special restraints which 
are not available with this vehicle. 
Both driver and passengers should 
wear their seat belts at all times.

uuvo115a
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-4

10. never allow anyone to operate 
this vehicle unless person has 
read this manual and all decals 
thoroughly.

uuvo116a

11. it is recommended to wear a hel-
met whenever driving this vehicle 
in an aggressive manner. eye 
protection is recommended at all 
times.

uuvo123a

PRECAUTIONS dURINg OP-
ERATION
whEN STARTINg ThE ENgINE

1. do not operate your vehicle in an 
enclosed building without the prop-
er ventilation. inhalation of carbon 
monoxide can cause serious injury 
or death.

uuvo108a
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safetY precautions 1-�

1

2. When starting the vehicle make 
sure your path is clear of people to 
avoid accidents caused by sudden 
movements.

3. Before starting your vehicle you 
should make sure that all shift le-
vers are in the neutral position and 
parking brake is applied. 

uuvo103a

7. make sure that wheel nuts have 
been tightened to the specified 
torque.

8. always check the tire pressure 
before start engine. for more in-
formation about tire pressure, see 
chapter 4.

9. make sure that all pressure lines 
are tight before starting the ve-
hicle.

uuvo131ac56o164auuvo105a

4. never start the engine while not 
seated.

5. keep bystanders away from the 
vehicle while in operation.

6. Be sure to scrape off mud or soil 
from your shoes before riding in  
the vehicle.
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-�

10. always activate the brake pedal 
before releasing the park brake.

uuvo133a

whEN dRIvINg ThE vEhIClE

kuvo157a

1. in some countries or states, it is 
illegal to drive a utv on public 
roads. Be aware of traffic laws be-
fore driving.

uuvo122a

2. When driving on a public road, 
make sure to install the "safety 
lamp kit" supplied by KIOTI and 
observe the applicable regula-
tions and laws. if the vehicle is not 
equipped with the "safety lamp 
kit", there will be no brake lamps, 
turn signal lamps and tail lamps on 
the vehicle. in this condition, it is 
very dangerous to drive on a pub-
lic road.
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safetY precautions 1-�

1

uuvo112akuvo158a uuvo125a

3. While turning the headlights on, 
dim them when meeting another 
vehicle.

4. always slow the vehicle before 
turning. turning at high speed may 
tip the vehicle over or cause a loss 
of control.

5. drive at speeds that allow you to 
maintain control at all times.

6. do not apply the differential lock 
while traveling at road speeds. as 
the vehicle may run out of control.

7. do not use 4Wd while traveling at 
road speeds in a normal road con-
dition.

8. avoid sudden movements of the 
steering wheel as this can cause a 
loss of control of the vehicle. this 
risk is especially great when travel-
ing at road speeds.
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-�

13. for your safety ROPS with a 
seat belt is recommended for all 
applications.

  9. When working in groups, always 
let the others know what you are 
going to do before you do it.

10. do not operate near ditches, 
holes, embankments, or other 
terrain features which may col-
lapse under the vehicle's weight. 
the risk of vehicle upset is even 
higher when the ground is loose 
or wet.

kuvo162a

11. Watch where you are going at 
all times so that you are able to 
avoid obstacles that can cause 
injury or damage to your vehicle. 

12. Before making reverse move-
ments with your vehicle, you 
should always check to see that 
the path is clear.

 

kuvo101a c56o164akuvo109a
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safetY precautions 1-9

1

14. Watch front and rear to avoid 
obstacles at row ends, near trees 
and around other obstructions.

uuvo109a

15. never try to get on or off a mov-
ing vehicle.

uuvo110a

16. to minimize the risk of a rollover,  
crash, be especially careful when 
obstacles and slopes are ahead 
and when braking on hills or dur-
ing turns.

uuvo121a
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-10

17. Never drive the vehicle at exces-
sive speeds. always travel at 
speed proper for the terrain, vis-
ibility and operating conditions.

uuvo124a

18. never attempt abrupt wheelies, 
jumps or other stunts.

uuvo125a

19. always keep your both hands on 
the steering wheel and your both 
feet on the floor of the vehicle 
during operation.

20. always keep arms and legs in-
side the cab frame while the ve-
hicle is in motion.

uuvo126a
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safetY precautions 1-11

1

21. Never drive in excessively rough, 
slippery or loose terrain.

22. Never operate on excessively 
steep hills, relying on this vehicle’
s or your abilities. practice on 
smaller hills before attempting 
larger hills.

uuvo111a

23. always follow proper procedures 
for climbing hills as described in 
this manual. check the terrain 
carefully before attempting to 
climb any hill. never climb hills 
with excessively slippery or loose 
surfaces. never open the throttle 
suddenly or make sudden gear 
changes. never go over the top 
of any hill at high speed.

uuvo129a

24. When driving on a road inclined 
vertically or sideward, make sure 
to drive at a low speed. other-
wise, the vehicle can roll over, 
leading to a serious accident.

25. Driving with excessive load on a 
slope can lead to overturn.

kuvo166a
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-12

26. always be careful of skidding 
or sliding. on slippery surfaces 
such as ice, travel slowly and 
exercise caution to reduce the 
chance of skidding or sliding out 
of control.

uuvo110a

27 never operate your vehicle in 
fast-flowing water or in water 
deeper than that specified in this 
manual. Wet brakes may have 
reduced stopping ability. test 
your brakes after leaving water. 
if necessary, apply them lightly 
several times to let friction dry 
out the pads.

uuvo130a

28. Never exceed the stated load 
capacity for this vehicle. cargo 
should be properly distributed 
and securely attached. reduce 
speed and follow the instructions 
in this manual for hauling cargo 
or pulling a trailer. allow a greater 
distance for braking.

uuvo132a
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safetY precautions 1-1�

1

30. This soft cabin is not certified for 
chemical proof, never operate 
the vehicle for chemical spray or 
in the air contaminated by any 
chemical or equivalent. 

u24o104a

This soft cabin is not designed 
for spraying chemicals and 
can not block polluted outside 
air from entering. Never drive 
the vehicle in these areas.

•
wARNINgNever hitch anything to the 

axle housing or main frame 
except the hitch receiver.
Pulling from any other location 
only increases the risk of seri-
ous personal injury or death.

•

•

wARNINg

29. pull only from the rear hitch re-
ceiver. pulling from any other lo-
cation can cause the damage of 
vehicle.

ut3o140a

(1) rear hitch receiver

1. place all control levers in the neu-
tral position, set the parking brake, 
stop the engine.

whEN PARKINg ThE vEhIClE

uuvo113a
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-14

uuvo134a

2. always remove the ignition key 
when the vehicle is not in use to 
prevent unauthorized use or acci-
dental starting.

3. never leave the vehicle without  
setting the parking brake and shut-
ting off the vehicle. 

4. never park on a slope with only 
the transmission engaged. the ve-
hicle may roll down, leading to an 
accident. 

5. if it is unavoidable to park on a 
slope and leave the vehicle, apply 
the parking brake and chock the 
wheels.

6. never park the vehicle on a steep 
slope. a serious accident can oc-
cur.

uuvo107a

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS dUR-
INg SERvICINg

1. in order to service your vehicle you 
must park it on a flat level surface, 
set the parking brake, place the 
gear shift lever in neutral and stop 
the engine.

kuvo127a
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safetY precautions 1-1�

1

2. do no t smoke wh i le work ing 
around the battery or when refuel-
ing your vehicle. keep all sparks 
and flames away from the battery 
and fuel tank. the battery presents 
an explosive hazard because it 
gives off hydrogen and oxygen es-
pecially when recharging.

uuvo117a

3. You must always stop the engine 
before refueling the vehicle. avoid 
overfilling the vehicle or spilling the 
fuel.

uuvo118a

4. It is recommended to keep a first 
aid kit and fire extinguisher handy 
at all times.

kuvo113a
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k9 2400 / k9 24401-1�

5. do not remove the radiator cap 
while the coolant is hot. When 
cool, slowly rotate the cap to the 
first stop and allow sufficient time 
for excess pressure to escape. 
after all the pressure is released 
remove the cap completely. if your 
vehicle is equipped with a coolant 
recovery tank, add coolant there 
rather than to the radiator.

6. allow the vehicle time to cool off 
before servicing any part that may 
have become hot while the vehicle 
was running.

uuvo119a ut3o143a

7. if the tractor must be lifted for 
servicing, take it to a suitably 
equipped workshop.

8. carry out the following operations 
before any operation about the 
tractor: engage the four-wheel 
drive, the first gear and the park-
ing brake and put chocks to the 
wheels touching the ground.

9. Before lifting the tractor, avoid its 
swinging by means of wooden 
wedges applied to the front axle 

10. use jack lifts of suitable capacity 
and apply them at the centre of 
the front and rear axles and pay-
ing due attention to weight distri-
bution.

11. no decals for the lifting point are 
applied on the tractor, as they 
would be, too difficult to apply in 
the available spaces and would 
be all too easily removed or ef-
faced during normal operation of 
the tractor. 

ut3o144a
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safetY precautions 1-1�

1apply the jack lift to the lifting 
points according to the type of 
operation and following the safe-
ty procedures given before.

•
NOTE

12. When working with your vehicles 
electrical components, you must 
first disconnect the battery ca-
bles.

13. to ensure that there are no acci-
dents from sparks you must first 
disconnect the negative battery 
cable.

14. for jump starting a dead battery, 
read and follow all of the instruc-
tions. (page 5-11)

uuvo120a

15. tire mounting should be done by 
qualified professionals, with the 
proper equipment.

16. maintaining correct tire pres-
sure is important for the life of 
your tires. Do not inflate the tires 
above the recommended pres-
sure specified in the owner ’s 
manual.

17. securely support the vehicle 
when changing wheels.

uuvo135a
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18. fluid escaping from pinholes may 
be invisible. do not use hands to 
search for suspected leaks; 

 use a piece of cardboard or 
wood, instead. use of safety 
goggles or other eye protection 
is also highly recommended. if 
injured by escaping fluid, see a 
medical doctor at once. This fluid 
can produce gangrene and/or 
severe allergic reaction.

t66o130a

20. keep environmental pollution in 
mind. When replacing coolant or 
oil, dispose of it the right way.

 Be sure to observe all relevant 
regulations when you dispose of 
the engine oil, transmission oil, 
fuel, coolant, filters and battery.

uuvo139a

19. no alterations should be made to 
your KIOTI vehicle.

uuvo104a
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safetY precautions 1-19

1

ROPS, Sun canopy or cabin 
are not a FOPS (Falling Object 
Protective structure).

 It never can protect the riders 
against falling objects.

 Avoid driving the vehicle into 
a dangerous area such as fall-
ing rocks zone.

•
IMPORTANT

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS whEN USINg ThE ROPS

1. ROPS (roll over protective struc-
ture) is equipped to protect driver 
and passengers when the vehicle 
is rolled over. always fasten your 
seat belt.

 failure to fasten your seat belt can 
invalidate ROPS.

(1) rops

uuvo143a

a ROPS should never be modified 
by welding, grinding or cutting, as 
this can weaken the ROPS structure. 
if any components of the ROPS unit 
is damaged, it must be replaced.
if the ROPS unit is removed or loos-
ened for any reason, the parts should 
be fitted back to their original posi-
tions and all bolts should be properly 
torqued.

uuvo104au24o101a
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SAFETY dECAl
MOUNTINg lOCATION
[K9 2400]

1

2

3
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1

 2
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4

1515

u24o102d
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[K9 2440]
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1
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dECAlS

UD27-7083

1. The selective control valve lock is designed to    
     prevent accidental engagement of the hydraulic 
     dump or remote valve only.
2. NEVER rely on the selective control valve lock to 
    prevent accidental bed lowering when performing 
    maintenance on a vehicle equipped with a hydraulic 
    dump.
3. ALWAYS make sure a KIOTI approved bed prop or 
    cylinder lock is in place before performing 
    maintenance underneath a raised bed.

U3215-85711

(2) part no. : UD27-7081

(5) part no. : UD27-7083

WARNING
TO AVOID PERSONAL
INJURY :
Ensure doors close and
lock properly.

UD27-7081

(3) part no. : U3215-8571

(4)  part no. : ud27-7045

(1) part no. : UD27-7003

TO AVOID PERSONAL
INJURY:

Always fasten your
seat belt

UD27-7003

WARNING
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safetY precautions 1-2�

1
(7) part no. : TC26-0388

Avoid flames and sparks.
STOP engine while refueling

ONLY use diesel.
TC26-0388A

(ULTRA LOW SULFUR FUEL ONLY)

(5) part no. : UD27-7083 (6) part no. : U3215-8565

�������

(8) part no. : ud27-7013

UD27-7013
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(11) part no. : u3215-85671


 1. Do not start engine by shorting across starter terminals or bypassing the 
     safety start switch. The vehicle may start in gear and move if normal  
     starting circuitry is bypassed. 
 2. Only Start the engine from the operator's seat with range shift lever in neutral 
     park brake engaged and hydraulic control valve in neutral (if equipped).  





(12)  part no. : u3215-8566

NEGATIVE FRAME GROUND
1. ALWAYS disconnect the negative battery cable before performing      
    any type of maintenance.
2. TO PREVENT FIRE OR EXPLOSION, DO NOT contact the positive(+)   
     battery post or cable to the frame or other ground.

�������

(10) part no. : ud3215-85701

(9)  part no. : ud27-7009

UD27-7009

TO AVOID PERSONAL INJURY:
Always use the safety support or
propping rod when working near a
raised cargo bed or attachment.

WARNING
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safetY precautions 1-2�

1
Driving UTV in “H” gear with heavy load could shorten
 the life time of the CVT belt.
Please be to sure the use “L” gear rather than “H” gear
 when driving UTV in the following conditions.
A. While driving on a steep slope.
B. While driving with heavy load on the cargo deck.
C. While towing or pulling implement, such as snow blade, etc.

CAUTION

U3215-85861

(13) part no. : ud27-7007 (14) part no. : u3210-85861

(15) part no. :  ud27-7115a (us onlY)
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(16) part no. : u3215-85631

MAX 7.3 INCH

(185MM)

����������������������������������
  ��������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������
��������������������
��������������������������������������

�������

Keep the decals clean and in-
tact. If any decal is dirty, wash 
it with soap and dry with a soft 
cloth.  
Never use a solvent, such as 
thinner or acetone, since it 
can ruin the decals.
do not spray high-pressure 
water directly onto the decal. 
The decal may fall off the ve-
hicle. 

•

•

•

CAUTION

CAUTIONS FOR dECAl MAIN-
TENANCE
safety decals are attached to the 
vehicle for safe operation. make sure 
to follow the instruction on the decals 
as well as the following instruction: 
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safetY precautions 1-29

1If a decal is damaged or lost, 
contact your local KIOTI deal-
er immediately to install a new 
decal.
Make sure to attach the decal 
to the correct position cleanly 
without bubbles after cleaning 
its mounting surface.
If a decal is attached to a com-
ponent to be replaced, replace 
the decal as well.

•

•

•

IMPORTANT
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2-2 K9 2400 / K9 2440

The engine serial number is stamped 
on the engine cylinder block where 
the  injection pump is installed. 

(1) Vehicle serial number

This vehicle serial number is located 
on the structure frame beside front 
wheel where is the front right side.

(1) engine serial number

VEhIClE IdENTIFICATION NUmBER
VEhIClE SERIAl NUmBER ENgINE SERIAl NUmBER

have the vehicle serial number and 
engine serial number with you when 
ordering parts or asking for service 
information.
Fill in the following boxes with ap-
propriate information as the vehicle 
serial number and engine serial num-
ber should be submitted to the dealer 
during service.

	Vehicle Serial No.

To be filled in by purchaser

	Engine Serial No.

	date of Purchase

111

U24O201A

111

U24O202A
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3
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3-� K9 2400 / K9 2440

SPECIFICATION
ExTErIOr.dImENSIONS

 in. (mm)
Overall..length

.(A)
Overall.width.

(B)
Overall.height.

(C)
Wheel.base

.(d)
Front.wheel.tread.

(E)
rear.wheel.tread.

(F)
Ground.clearance.

(G)
119.9

(3,045)
62.6

(1,590)
76.8

(1,950)
85.8

(2,180)
49.6

(1,260)
49.6

(1,260)
12

(304)

d

a

E, f

b

c

G

c

U24O301A

K9.2400
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spEcifications 3-3

3

Overall..length
.(A)

Overall.width.
(B)

Overall.height.
(C)

Wheel.base
.(d)

Front.wheel.tread.
(E)

rear.wheel.tread.
(F)

Ground.clearance.
(G)

149.0
(3,785)

62.6
(1,590)

76.8
(1,950)

112.2
(2,850)

49.7
(1,262)

49.8
(1,264)

12
(304)

d

a

E, f

b

c

G

c

U24O302A

K9.2440

 in. (mm)
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3-� K9 2400 / K9 2440

ITEmS
K9.2400

rEmArKS
US EU AU

E
ng

in
e

Engine type - 3c100 1807-3013 -
daedong engine type 3c100lfU-U2 3c100lWU-d2
number of cylinders 3
total displacement          cc(cu in.) 1,007 (61.45)
fuel                                            diesel  
Gross                                hp(kW) 24 (17.9)
rated revolution                      rpm 3,000

c
ap

ac
ity

Engine oil                      U.s.Gal. (l) 0.85 (3.2)
fuel tank                      U.s.Gal. (l) 9.8 (37.0) 
Gear box oil                  U.s.Gal. (l) 0.24 (0.9)
front differential case oil    U.s.Gal. (l) 0.16 (0.6) 
rear differential case oil    U.s.Gal. (l) 0.21 (0.8)
coolant                         U.s.Gal. (l) 1.32 (5.0)

d
riv

in
g 

un
it main shift cvt (continuous variable transmission with belt)

range shift high / low / neutral / reverse 

max. speed                    mph(km/h) 31 (50) 25 (40) 31 (50) if equipped with standard tires 
at maximum engine speed

brake front/rear hydraulic dry caliper disc

su
sp

en
-

sio
n front suspension independent, double a-arm (Wishbone type) 

rear suspension independent, double a-arm (Wishbone type) 

steering type rack & pinion / hydraulic power steering

GENErAl.SPECIFICATIONS
[K9.2400]
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spEcifications 3-�

3

ITEmS
K9.2400

rEmArKS
US EU AU

  t
ire

front wheel (Work / turf / atv)                   25 x 10-12

rear wheel (Work / turf / atv)             25 x 10-12

ca
rg

o 
be

d dimension (l x W x d)       in.(mm) 43.7 x 58.3 x 11.5 ( 1,110 x 1,480 x 293)

load capacity                      lbs(kg) 1,102 (500)

min. turning radius                            ft(m)                13.1 (4.3)

Gross Weight                                 lbs(kg)           2,050 (930)

towing capacity                             lbs(kg)        1,300 (590)

payload capacity                           lbs(kg) 1,598 (725)

o
th

er
s

seat capacity 3 bench seat 1 single suspention 
seat, 2 bench seat 3 bench seat

body color orange/Green orange/Green/ 
Ultramarine blue orange/Green

speedometer standard

front Guard standard(with head-
lamp protect) standard(basic) standard(basic)

Usb port & power socket standard standard option 
(power socket only)

※ notes: some option kits are installed as a standard in a certain country.
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3-� K9 2400 / K9 2440

ITEmS
K9.2440

rEmArKS
US EU AU

E
ng

in
e

Engine type - 3c100 1807-3013 -
model 3c100lfU-U2 3c100lWU-d2
number of cylinders 3
total displacement          cc(cu in.) 1,007 (61.45)
fuel                                            diesel  
Gross                                hp(kW) 24 (17.9)
rated revolution                      rpm 3,000

c
ap

ac
ity

Engine oil                      U.s.Gal. (l) 0.85 (3.2)
fuel tank                      U.s.Gal. (l) 9.8 (37.0) 
Gear box oil                  U.s.Gal. (l) 0.24 (0.9)
front differential case oil    U.s.Gal. (l) 0.16 (0.6) 
rear differential case oil    U.s.Gal. (l) 0.21 (0.8)
coolant                         U.s.Gal. (l) 1.32 (5.0)

d
riv

in
g 

un
it main shift cvt (continuous variable transmission with belt)

range shift high / low / neutral / reverse 

max. speed                    mph(km/h) 31 (50) if equipped with standard tires 
at maximum engine speed

brake front/rear hydraulic dry caliper disc

su
s-

pe
ns

io
n front suspension independent, double a-arm (Wishbone type) 

rear suspension independent, double a-arm (Wishbone type) 

steering type rack & pinion / hydraulic power steering

[K9.2440]
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spEcifications 3-�

3

ITEmS
K9.2440

rEmArKS
US EU AU

  t
ire

front wheel (Work / turf / atv)                   25 x 10-12

rear wheel (Work / turf / atv)             25 x 10-12

ca
rg

o 
be

d dimension (l x W x d)       in.(mm) 39.2 x 58.3 x 11.5 (1,010 x 1,480 x 293)

load capacity                      lbs(kg) 661.5 (300)

min. turning radius                            ft(m)                18.4 (5.6)

Gross Weight                                 lbs(kg)           2,314 (1,050)

towing capacity                             lbs(kg)        1,300 (590)

payload capacity                           lbs(kg) 1,750.5 (794)

o
th

er
s

seat capacity 2 bench seat (1r), 
3 bench seat (2r)

2 bench seats
(1 & 2 row)

2 bench seats
(1 & 2 row)

body color orange/Green

speedometer standard

front Guard standard(with head-
lamp protect) standard(basic) standard(basic)

Usb port & power socket standard standard option 
(power socket only)

※ notes: some option kits are installed as a standard in a certain country.
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3-� K9 2400 / K9 2440

OPTION.lIST.ANd.FEATUrES

ITEm
K9.2400 K9.2440

US EU AU US EU AU

safety Glass (tempered. With Wiper) - option option - option option

safety Glass (laminated, With Wiper) option - option option option option

sun canopy option option standard - - -

sun canopy (2r) - - - option option standard

swing drawbar Kit (EEc) option standard option option option option

front hitch receiver Kit (EEc) option standard option option option option

front hitch receiver Kit option option option option option option

Winch bracket Kit standard option option standard option option

hydraulic dumping system Kit option option standard - - -

hydraulic dumping system Kit (2r) - - - option option standard

remote hydraulic Utility valve Kit option option option - - -

remote hydraulic Utility valve Kit (2r) - - - option option option

Quick coupler Kit option option option option option option

Electronic dump cylinder Kit option - - - - -

Electronic dump cylinder Kit (2r) - - - option - -

Gas spring Kit standard standard option standard option option

hand throttle Kit option option option option option option

※	Notes:	Some	option	kits	are	not	available	at	the	time	of	printing.	The	specifications	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.
                some option kits are installed as a standard in a certain country.
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spEcifications 3-�

3

ITEm
K9.2400 K9.2440

US EU AU US EU AU

skid plate (steel) standard option option - - -

skid plate (2r, steel) - - - standard option option

rear screen option option option - - -

rear screen (2r) - - - option option option

suspension dust Guard standard option option standard option option

side mirror option standard option option option option

headrest option option option - - -

headrest (2r) - - - option option option

soft cabin option option option - - -

soft cabin (2r) option option option option option option

license plate option standard option option option option

back alarm buzzer option option option option option option

parking brake buzzer standard standard standard standard option standard

beacon lamp option option option option option option

Working lamp option option option option option option

fog lamp option option option option option option

7pin socket option standard option option option option

※	Notes:	Some	option	kits	are	not	available	at	the	time	of	printing.	The	specifications	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.
                some option kits are installed as a standard in a certain country.
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3-10 K9 2400 / K9 2440

ITEm
K9.2400 K9.2440

US EU AU US EU AU
safety lamp (tail light, brake light , turn sig-

nal, hazard switch, horn) standard standard standard standard standard standard

console box (2r) option option option standard option option

floor mat Kit standard option option - - -

floor mat Kit (2r) - - - standard option option

deck drop protect Kit option option option option option option

Guard Extension standard option option standard option option

half door Kit standard option standard - - -

half door Kit (2r) - - - standard option option

snow blade option option option - - -

hood box storage standard option option standard option option

hood dust cover standard option option standard option option

seat back cover standard option option - - -

seat back cover (2r) - - - standard option option

deck Extension option option option - - -

deck Extension (2r) - - - option option option

aluminium Wheel (Work) option option option option option option

aluminium Wheel (mud) option option option option option option

※	Notes:	Some	option	kits	are	not	available	at	the	time	of	printing.	The	specifications	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.
                some option kits are installed as a standard in a certain country.
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spEcifications 3-11

3

NOISE.lEvElS.AS.PErCEIvEd.By.ThE.OPErATOr
the following tables give the noise level values, measured from the driver’s seat in instantaneous conditions in compliance 
with standards EEc77/31(dba) - annex ii (without load) - and when driving by in compliance with standard EEc 74/151 (dba).

Tractors.with.rOPS
model directive.of.The.European.Parlia-

ment.and.of.the.Council
Noise.level.at.the.operator’s.ear.

according.to.2009/76/EC.
Noise.level.in.motion.according.to.

2009/63/EC
K9 2400
K9 2440 2003/37/Ec 85.2 db(a) 77.5 db(a)

More information on Whole Body Vibration (WBV) on agricultural tractors can be found in more specific 
publications.and.the.relative.risks.can.be.taken.into.account.following.the.laws.of.the.country..In.order.to.
correctly estimate statistical values based on your daily work on the tractor, a specific measure instrument 
is.required,.such.a.three-axis.accelerometer.applied.to.the.seat

•
ImPOrTANT

The.vibration.level.transmitted.to.the.body.as.a.whole.depend.on.different.parameters,.some.of.them.relating.to.
the machine, others to the terrain and many specific for the operator. The prevailing parameters are the type of 
terrain.or.work.surface.and.the.ground.speed.
vibrations.cause.discomfort.for.the.operator.and.in.some.cases.put.his/her.health.and.safety.at.risk.
make.sure.that.the.tractor.is.in.good.condition.and.that.all.routine.servicing.is.correctly.and.regularly.carried.out.
Check.tire.pressure.and.the.steering.and.braking.systems.
Check.that.the.operator's.seat.and.adjustment.systems.are.in.good.condition,.then.adjust.the.seat.to.the.opera-
tor's.weight.and.size.

•

•
•
•
•

WArNING
vIBrATION.lEvElS.OF.ThE.TrACTOr.ExPOSITION.TO.vIBrATIONS

in accordance to EU directive 78/764/Ec the following table shows vibration levels measured on seats, in aws.
Operator's.vibration.level

Seat.type directive.of.The.European.Parlia-
ment.and.of.the.Council. light-weight.operator. heavy-weight.opeartor

W10sss 78/764/EEc 0.715 m/s2 1.080 m/s2
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3-1� K9 2400 / K9 2440

EU.type-approval.number CO2.emission.according.to.regulation(EU).2016/1628

e13*2016/1628*2017/656Ev2/d*0125*00 1018.5 g/kWh

EU.TyPE-APPrOvAl.CErTIFICATE.NUmBEr.ANd.CO2.vAlUE

NOTE
This	CO2	measurement	results	from	testing	over	a	fixed	test	cycle	under	laboratory	conditions	a(n)	(parent)	en-
gine representative of the engine type (engine family) and shall not imply or express any guarantee of the perfor-
mance of a particular engine.

•
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4
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7

u24o401b

ExTERiOR viEw

(1).Hood
(2).Headlamp
(3).Turn.Signal.Lamp
(4).door
(5).Steering.Handle..
(6).Headrest

..(7). Seat

..(8). brush.Guard.

..(9). dumping.Handle
(10). Cargo.bed.
(11).. dumping.Latch
(12). RopS

(13). drawbar
(14). Rear.Lamp
(15)..Fuel.Tank.Cap
(16)..daytime.Running.Lamp.

CONTROLS AND FEATURES
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4-4 K9.2400./.K9.2440

1
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u24o401b

(1).Hood
(2).Headlamp
(3).Turn.Signal.Lamp
(4).door
(5).Steering.Handle..
(6).Seat

..(7). brush.Guard.

..(8). dumping.Handle

..(9). Cargo.bed.
(10). dumping.Latch
(11).. RopS
(12). drawbar

(13). Rear.Lamp
(14)..Fuel.Tank.Cap
(15)..daytime.Running.Lamp.
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4-�CoNTRoLS.ANd.FEATuRES.

4

hOOD

The. hood. lock. is. a. push/pull. one.
Touch. ring..Always. check. that. they.
are firmly engaged.

(1).Hood
(A).Hook

(1).Hood.Support

ELECTRiC COOLiNG FAN mOTOR

The.fan.motor.runs.when.the.coolant.
temperature. raises. over. 80℃. and.
stops.when. the. coolant. temperature.
drops. below. 75℃..The. 5℃. gap. be-
tween.two.points.is.to.prevent.contin-
ual."oN".and."oFF".operation.of.fan.
motor..The. fan. motor. can. run. even.
when.the.engine.is.stopped.if.the.key.
is.in."oN".position.and.the.coolant.is.
still.hot.
To. prevent. engine. failure,. the. fan.
motor.keeps.running.even.if. there. is.
any.short-circuit.or.disconnected.wire.
on.the.temperature.signal.circuit.

Make sure that the hood is firmly 
closed and engaged before driv-
ing. If not, it may open during 
driving, resulting in an accident.

•
wARNiNG

Make sure that there is nothing 
around or between the vehicle 
and the hood before closing 
the hood.

•
CAUTiON

2

11

2

u24o402A

111

u24o403A
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4-� K9.2400./.K9.2440

hEADLAmp

The. headlamps. consist. of. Halogen.
lamps.for.high.beam.and.low.beam..

(1).Headlamp.(LH). (2).Headlamp.(RH)

SUSpENSiON

The. double.A-arm. (wishbone). type.
suspension. for. front/rear.wheel. pro-
vide. smoothest. ride. off. road,. empty.
or.at.full.load.

(1).Front.Axle.. (2).Rear.Axle
Driving with high beam head-
lamps disturbs the approach-
ing vehicle’s visibility for safe 
driving.

 Use the high beam headlamps 
only if necessary.

•
wARNiNG

u24o404A

FRONT hiTCh RECEivER

The. front. hitch. receiver. is. a. two-
inch. square. boss. type. which. is. in-
stalled.below.the.front.bumper.(brush.
guard).

(1).Front.bumper.(brush.guard)
(2).Front.hitch.receiver

u24o462A

22111

U24O405A
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4

REFLEx REFLECTOR

(1) Reflex Reflector (LH) 
(2) Reflex Reflector (RH)

Two round reflectors are installed on 
the.rear.wheel.fender...

u24o465A

Always check that the reflex 
reflector are clean before driv-
ing. Driving with the dirty re-
flective mirrors, especially in 
a cloudy weather or at night, 
can cause an accident.
I t i s recommended to in -
stall the safety lamp kit (If 
equipped) i f dr iv ing on a 
paved road or at night fre-
quently.
In some counties and states, 
it is illegal to drive UTV in the 
public road. Be aware the traf-
fic law before driving.

•

•

•

CAUTiON

DrAwBAr

(1).drawbar

The.drawbar.is.used.to.pull.an.imple-
ment,.such.as.a.trailer..This.tractor.is.
equipped.with.a.drawbar..Make.sure.
to. check. the. Max.. towing. weight. of.
the.trailer.and.Max..vertical.load.that.
can.be.applied.to.the.drawbar.

u24o469A
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4-8 K9.2400./.K9.2440

SwiTChES

(1).Combination.Switch
(2).Key.switch
(3).Hazard.Lamp.Switch.

1 32 541 32 5 664

(4)..Spare.Switch.panel
(5).12v.power.outlet
(6).uSb.port.&.power.Socket.(uS/Eu)

u24o408b

KEy SwiTCh

(1).Key.switch......(A).preheat.......(b).Stop
(C).ACC...............(d).oN..............(E).Start

  (A)
The. posit ion. "A". indicates. the.
"manual.preheat".position,.which.is.
not.used.in.normal.conditions..This.
position. is. a. self-return. type,. so.
the.key.should.be.held.there.while.
using..This.position.can.be.used.in.

There are five positions for the igni-
tion. key. switch.as. follow..The. key.
can.be.removed.from.the.key.switch
only.if.it.is.in.the."oFF".position.

A

B C

D

E

A

B C

D

E

111
u24o502b
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very. cold. weather. to. preheat. the.
engine.manually.for.extra.period.of.
time..using. this. position. for. more.
than.30.seconds.consecutively.can.
reduce.the.preheat.system’s.life.

 (B)
when.the.key.switch.is.in.position.
"b",. the. engine.and. all. electrical.
devices. in. the.vehicle.stop.except.
horn,. hazard. lamps. and. turn. sig-
nal.

ACC.(C)
when. the. key. switch. is. turned. to.
the.position. "C",. only. electrical.
power.outlet. and. brake. lights. can.
be.operated..

The. automatic. preheating. sys-
tem.is.not.activated.and.the.pre-
heating. indicator. doesn’t. come.
on.when.the.engine.temperature.
is. 30℃. or. higher.. In. this. case,.
start. the.engine.right.away.with-
out.preheating.

•
NOTE

The.ignition.key.is.not.directional.
and.can.be.inserted.in.any.direc-
tion..Also,.be.careful.not.to.leave.
the. vehicle.unattended.as. the.
same. key. is. used. for. all. KiOTi.
vehicles..It.can.be.stolen.

•
NOTE

    .(E)
. The. posit ion. "E". indicates. the.

"Start".. In. order. to. start. the. en-
gine,. the. shift. lever. should.be. in.
the. neutral. position. and. depress.
the. brake. pedal..As. soon. as. the.
engine. is. started,. release. the. key.
then. the. key. switch. is. returned. to.
the.position."d".

There. is. no. "Manual. preheat".
function.in.uS.models.

•
NOTE

 (D)
The. posit ion. "d". indicates. the.
"oN".position..As.soon.as. the.key.
switch. is. turned. to. this. position,.
the. oi l. pressure. warning. lamp.
and. battery. charge. warning. lamp.
comes.on.(These.become.off.after.
the.engine.is.started)..The.preheat.
operation. is. automatically. started..
The. automatic. preheat. operation.
is. indicated. by. the. glow. plug. in-
dicator.. Make. sure. to. preheat. the.
engine. until. the.glow. plug. indica-
tor.goes.off.(approx..9.seconds).in.
cold.weather....
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4-10 K9.2400./.K9.2440

Stop the engine immediately if 
the oil pressure warning lamp 
does not go off after the en-
gine is started. The engine can 
be seriously damaged.
If the battery charge warn-
ing lamp does not go off after 
the engine is started, check 
the electrical systems, such 
as the alternator, for damage. 
Continuing to use the engine 
under this condition can dis-
charge the battery or damage 
other electrical devices.
By leaving the vehicle with 
the key in the ignition switch, 
an unauthorized person can 
operate the vehicle and cause 
a serious accident and even 
death.  Make sure to keep the 
key with you when leaving the 
vehicle. 

•

•

•

CAUTiON

CoMBInATIon SwITCh

(1).Turn.Signal.Lamp.Switch.&.Headlamp.Switch...
(2).Horn.Switch

The. combination. switch. consists. of.
the. head. light,. turn. signal. light,. and.
horn.switches.

22 11

u24o409A

hEAD LAmp SwiTCh

The.head.lamp.switch.can.be.operat-
ed.while.the.key.switch.is.in.the."oN".
position.then.head.lights,.tail.lights.(if.
equipped).and.dash.lights.come.on..
Turning.on.the.head.lamps.for.an.ex-
tended.period.of.time.with.the.engine.
off.can.discharge.the.battery..

(1). Combination.Switch
(A).oFF..:.Headlamps.off
(b)..........:.Tail.lights,.position.lamp.oN.
(C)..........:.Head.lamp.oN

A

B

C

A

B

C

111

U24O410A
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TURN SiGNAL LAmp SwiTCh

(1).Combination.Switch
(A).Turn.signal.lamps.on.(R)
(b).Turn.signal.lamps.on.(L)

pulling. the. lever. up. blinks. the. right.
turn. signal. lamp.while. pushing. the.
lever.down.blinks. the. left. turn.signal.
lamp..
The.turn.signal.lamp.switch.is.to.op-
erate. the. turn. signal. lamps,. which.
is. included. in. the. "Safety. lamp.kit".
as. an. option..Check. if. the. safety.
lamp.kit.is.installed.before.using.this.
switch..

Driving with high beam head-
lamps disturbs the approach-
ing vehicle's visibility for safe 
driving. Use the high beam 
headlamps only if necessary.

•
wARNiNG

The.turn.signal.lamp.lever.is.not.
the. self-return. type..Therefore,.
make. sure. to. return. the. lever.
manually. after. turning. the. ve-
hicle.
The turn signal lamps and flash-
er.can.be.operated.even.with.the.
key.switch.in.the."oFF".position..
Leaving. the. turn. signal. lamps.
flashing. with. the. key. switch. in.
the."oFF".position.can.discharge.
the.battery.
It. is. recommended. to. install. the.
"safety. lamp.kit". (If. equipped). if.
driving. on. the. public. road. or. at.
night.frequently..

•

•

•

NOTE
A

B

A

B

111

u24o411A
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4-12 K9.2400./.K9.2440

(1).Horn.Switch. .
(A).press

The. horn. switch. can. be. operated.
without. the. key. in. the. key. switch..
pressing.this.switch.sounds.the.horn.

hORN SwiTCh

This. switch. can. be. used. to. warn.
other. vehicles.when.malfunction.oc-
curs.in.the.vehicle.while.driving.on.a.
public. road.. pressing. this. switch. up.
blinks.the.hazard.lamp.and.returning.
it. turns.off. the. lamp..The. turn.signal.
lights. cannot. be. operated. while. this.
switch. is. pressed. up. to. operate. the.
hazard.lamps..

hAzARD LAmp SwiTCh

(1).Hazard.lamp.switch
(A).oN....... (b).oFF

AA

111

u24o412A

A

B

A

B

111

u24o413A

The hazard lamp can be oper-
ated without the key inserted.
If the hazard lamps are turned 
on for an extended period 
of time while the engine is 
stopped, the battery can be 
discharged. Therefore, use 
them only in emergency.

•

•

CAUTiON
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USB PorT & PowEr SoCkET 

(1).uSb.port.. (2).12v.power.outlet
(A).open

This. uSb. port. &. power. Socket op-
erates. with. the. key. in. the. "ACC". or.
"oN".position..
using. the. power.outlet. for. an. ex-
tended.period.of.time.with.the.engine.
off. or. connecting.an. electric. device.
with. its. capacity. over. the. limit. into.
the. power. outlet. can. discharge. the.
battery..

SpARE SwiTCh pANEL

(1).Spare.Switch.panel

The.spare.switch.panel.is.prepared.in.
case. that. the. owner. wants. to. install.
the.switches.for.the.optional.working.
lamps,. wiper. and. other. implements..
If.no.switch.is.installed.to.this.panel,.
a.plastic.plug.is.installed.instead.

Do not wear a headphone to 
listen to the radio or music 
during driving.
Use only D.C. electric devices 
with its capacity of 12V 10A or 
less. 
never use an electric heater. It 
can cause a fire. 

•

•

•

wARNiNG

11

u24o414A

A 111A

22

u24o415b

US/EU

A 111A

u24o415b

AU

(1).12v.power.outlet
(A).open
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4-14 K9.2400./.K9.2440

.(1). Turn.Signal.Indicator.(LH)..

.(2). pTo.lamp.(If.equipped)

.(3). Engine.oil.pressure.warning.lamp

.(4). Headlamp.high.beam.lamp

.(5). parking.brake.indicator

.(6). Neutral.indicator

.(7). Seat.belt.warning.lamp

.(8). Glow.plug.indicator

.(9). Engine.check.lamp
(10).Gear.selection.indicator
(11). battery.charging.lamp
(12).Turn.Signal.Indicator.(RH)
(13).Tachometer.(rpm)
(14).Coolant.temperature.gauge
(15).Mode.switch
(16).Hour.Meter
(17).Set.switch
(18).Fuel.gauge
(19).Speedometer

1 2 3

13 1915 1714 18

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3

13 19161615 1714 18

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

u24o416A

iNSTRUmENT pANEL
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4u24o417A

SpEEDOmETER

The.12v.voltage.supply.device.acti-
vates.in.“oN”.or.“ACC”.mode.
The. battery. may. discharge. if. used.
for. extended. periods. of. time. with.
the.engine.turned.off.or.an.electrical.
product. which. exceeds. the. capacity.
is.used.

(1).Speedometer......... .
(A).MpH.. . (b).Km/h

The. hourmeter/odometer. displays.
the.total.time.of.use.and.mileage..

hoUrMETEr, oDoMETEr 

(1).Hourmeter,.odometer

111

u24o418A

22111

MoDE SElECTIon BUTTon

(1).Mode.selection.button.. (2).Set.button

Mode selec-
tion button

Display Note

push.once odometer Total.mileage

push.twice Hourmeter Total.time.
used

push.three.
times Clock Current.Time

※..press.the.SET.button.to.switch.the.
speed.unit.to.km.or.mile.

u24o419A
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4-1� K9.2400./.K9.2440

(1).Fuel.level.indicator.
(2).Fuel.level.warning.lamp.......
....."E":. Empty...  ..............."F":.Full

This. indicates. the. remaining. fuel.
level.after.the.key.switch.is.turned.to.
the."oN".position..
F : Fuel is completely filled.
E.:.Replenish.the.fuel.tank.
If.driving.is.continued.with.the.needle.
below. the. position. "E",. the. warning.
lamp.of.out.of. fuel(. . ). turns.on.. In.
case.of.running.out.of.fuel,.it.may.be.
hard.to.restart. the.engine.even.after.
replenish.the.fuel.tank.with.fuel..

FUEL GAUGE

This. is. due. to. air. entered. into. the.
fuel.supply.system.. In. this.case,. the.
system.should.be.bled.. (For.details,.
refer.to.page.7-19."bleeding.fuel.sys-
tem".in.the.chapter."Maintenance".)

Make. sure. to. use. only. genuine.
fuel. as. the. engine. can. be. dam-
aged if unqualified fuel is used.
use. fuel. for. winter. season. in.
cold.weather. to.start. the.engine.
easier.

•

•

NOTE

22111

A

B C

A

B C

ADjUSTiNG ThE TimE

(1).Mode.selection.button......(2).Set.button
(A).Hour.meter. . ......(b).Hour.display
(C).Minute.display

when. the. Hour. meter. (A). is. shown.
on.the.display.screen:
•..If.you.hold.down.the.mode.selection.but-

ton.for.long.enough,.the.hour.display.(b).
flickers and can be adjusted, allowing the 
time to be adjusted with the Set button.

•..If.you.hold.down. the.mode.selection.
button.briefly.after.completing. the.ad-
justment of the time, the minute display 
(C) flickers and can be adjusted. The 
display. is.automatically.set. if.a.certain.
amount.of. time.passes.after. finishing.
the adjustment with the Set button.

u24o420A

22

111

u24o421A
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Stop. the. vehicle. or. operation. for. a.
while. without. stopping. the. engine.
until.the.engine.is.cooled.down..If.the.
engine. temperature.does.not. drop,.
open.the.hood.and.check.if.the.radia-
tor. fan. is.operating.. If. the. fan. is.not.
operating,.stop.the.engine.and.have.
your.vehicle.checked.by.your.dealer.

Make sure to control the work 
load so that the pointer is not 
in the red zone.
If the pointer stays in the red 
zone, do not stop the engine 
immediately. Instead, reduce 
the work load to cool down 
the engine before stopping the 
engine.
Make sure to keep the front 
grill clean so that air is sucked 
through it freely for fast cool-
ing.
never open the radiator cap 
when it is hot. You can get 
burnt badly. 

•

•

•

•

CAUTiON

This. gauge. indicates. the. coolant.
temperature.after. the. key. switch. is.
turned.to.the."oN".position..
C.:.Coolant.is.cold.
H.:.Coolant.is.hot.
The. range.marked. "2". in. the. figure.
indicates.the.normal.engine.tempera-
ture..(Normal.driving.range)
If. the.needle. is. in. the. "H".zone.dur-
ing.driving,. it. indicates. the.engine. is.
overheated..

(1).Coolant.Temperature.Gauge
(2).High.temperature.warning.lamp....
..."C":.Cold..................."H":.Hot

COOLANT TEmpERATURE GAUGE

22

111

u24o422A u24o425A

TURN SiGNAL LAmp

operating.the.turn.signal.lamp.switch.
up. and. down. turns. on. the. corre-
sponding.lamp.in.green..
They.operate.when.the."safety. lamp.
kit.(If.equipped)".is.installed.
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This. lamp. comes. on. when. the. en-
gine.oil.pressure.or.oil.level.is.low.
This. lamp.comes.on. when. initially.
turning. the. key. switch. to. the. "oN".
position.. It. goes.off. as. soon.as. the.
engine.is.started..If.this.lamp.comes.
on.while.driving,.stop.the.engine.im-
mediately. and. check. the. engine.oil.
level.

ENGiNE OiL pRESSURE wARNiNG LAmp

If. this. lamp.comes.on.even.with. the.
specified engine oil level, have your 
vehicle.checked.by.your. local.KiOTi 
dealer.or.workshop.immediately.

If the oil level is below the 
specified range, the engine 
can seize.
The engine can be severely 
damaged if driving or operat-
ing the vehicle with the engine 
oil warning lamp on.

•

•

CAUTiON

u24o423A

hEAD lIghT hIgh BEAM lAMP

This.lamp.comes.on.in.blue.when.the.
high.beam.head.light.is.switched.on.
driving. with. high. beam. head. light.
disturbs.an. approaching. vehicle’
s. visibility.. For. safe. driving,. use. the.
high. beam. head. light. only. if. neces-
sary..

u24o424A
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PArkIng BrAkE InDICATor

This.lamp.comes.on.in.red.when.the.
parking.brake.is.engaged..

NEUTRAL iNDiCATOR 

If.the.shift.lever.is.in.neutral.position,.
this.lamp.turns.in.green.
Engine.can.be.started.only.when.this.
lamp.is.oN.

If this indicator is on even with 
the parking brake released, 
check the brake oil level (for 
EU model) or have the vehicle 
checked by your local kIoTI 
dealer or workshop immedi-
ately.

•
CAUTiON

!
BRAKE

u24o427A

N

u24o428A

For EU model:
If the level of brake oil is low 
this lamp will be flashed.

•

NOTE

If the driver stand up from 
the driver’s seat with park-
ing brake is not engaged, the 
parking brake lamp blinks and 
the buzzer sounds (for 10sec).
when the vehicle moves with 
the parking brake is engaged , 
the parking brake lamp blinks 
and the buzzer sounds.

•

•

NOTE
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This.indicates.the.operating.condition.
of.the.preheat.system..when.the.key.
switch.is.turned.to.the."oN".position,.
this.indicator.comes.on.for.approx..9.
seconds.. It. is. recommended. to.start.
the. engine.as. soon.as. this. indica-
tor. goes. off. for. best. starting. perfor-
mance..This. indicator.may.not. turn.
on.if.the.engine.is.warm..In.this.case,.
the.engine.can.be.started.without.the.
preheat.operation.

GLOw pLUG iNDiCATORSEAT BElT wArnIng lAMP (IF 
EqUIPPED)

please. put. on. your. seat. belt. before.
driving..otherwise.the.seat.belt.warn-
ing.lamp.turns.on.
In. the. case. of. three-seaters,. the.
lamp.remains.on.unless.everyone. is.
wearing.their.seat.belt..

u24o430A u24o431A

ENGiNE ChECK LAmp

This comes on when any major elec-
tric. device. or. engine. fuel. system. is.
malfunctioning.

CEL

u24o432A
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LOwER FUEL LEvEL wARN-
iNG iNDiCATOR 

This. lamp. comes. on. when. the. fuel.
tank. is. approaching. empty.. when. it.
comes. on,. you. should.add. fuel. as.
soon. as.possible.. driving. with. the.
this.lamp.on.or.with.the.fuel.level.be-
low."E".can.cause.the.engine.to.mis-
fire and damage the engine parts.
If. the.air.enters. into. the. fuel. system.
refer. to. maintenance. chapter. page.
7-19.for."bleeding.fuel.line".

u24o429A

BATTErY ChArgIng lAMP

This.lamp.is.turned.on.when.the.key.
switch. is. turned. on. before. starting.
the.engine.but. turned.off.after.start-
ing.the.engine.

If this warning lamp comes 
on while driving, the charging 
system, such as the alternator, 
is malfunctioning. Therefore, 
turn off all electrical devices 
and have the vehicle checked 
by your local kIoTI Dealer or 
workshop as soon as possible.

•
CAUTiON

u24o426A
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CONTROLS

(1).Steering.wheel
(2).differential.Lock.Lever
(3).Shift.Lever

(4).2wd/4wd.Shift.Lever
(5).brake.pedal
(6).Accelerator.pedal

1 32

5

41 32

5 66

4

u24o434b
The.shift.lever.has.four.positions;."H".
(High. speed),. "L". (Low. speed),. "N".
(Neutral).and."R".(Reverse)..
This.vehicle. is.equipped.with. the. in-
line.type.shift.lever.system.for.conve-
nient.control..Also,.there.is.a.stopper.
between. the. "H". and. "N". positions.
to.ensure.safe.shift.between.the.for-
ward.and.reverse.operation.

ShiFT LEvER

(1).Shift.lever.
.H:.High.speed. L:.Low.speed
.N:.Neutral.. R:.Reverse

u24o435b
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This vehicle is equipped with 
a CVT (Continuous Variable 
Transmission).
Make sure to stop the vehicle 
before moving the shift lever 
into the "h", "l" or "r" posi-
tion. Shifting during driving 
can damage parts in the gear-
box. 
Shift the lever into the "l" (low 
speed) position when driv-
ing on a hill or a bumpy area 
so that the vehicle can utilize 
more power and enhance du-
rability of the CVT belt and 
pulley. 

•

•

•

impORTANT

The. accelerator. pedal. is. located.on.
the. right. of. the. brake. pedal.. Make.
sure.not. to.depress. the.brake.pedal.
instead.of. the.accelerator.pedal.and.
vice.versa.by.mistake..

ACCELERATOR pEDAL

(1).Accelerator.pedal.
(A).depress

111

AA

u24o436A

BrAkE PEDAl

The.brake.pedal.is.located.on.the.left.
of.the.accelerator.pedal..depress.the.
brake.pedal. slowly. to. stop. the. ve-
hicle.or.reduce.the.driving.speed.
Make. sure. to. depress. the. brake.
pedal.before.entering.a.downhill.con-
dition.to.prevent.the.vehicle.from.roll-
ing.down..

(1).brake.pedal
(A).depress

111

AA

u24o437A
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 Depress the b rake peda l 
lightly for several times to dry 
the brake disc after driving 
over water or driving out of a 
muddy pit so that the brake is 
properly operated when it is 
needed.

impORTANT

when.driving.on.long.downhill.roads,.
change. to.a. lower.gear.and.use. the.
foot. brake. simultaneously. according.
to. the.circumstances..overusing. the.
foot. brake. causes. "fade". or. "vapor.
lock". phenomenon. due. to. overheat-
ing.of. the. brake. system,. which. re-
duces.braking.performance.

FADE
Fade.refers.to.a.decrease.in.frictional.
force. and. reduced. brake. effective-
ness.caused.by.overusing.the.brakes.
on. long. downhill. roads. and. thereby.
causing. the. brake's. friction. surface.
temperature.to.increase.

vApOR LOCK
vapor.lock.refers.to.the.phenomenon.
in. which.overusing. the. brakes. on.
long. downhill. roads. causes. bubbles.
to. form. in. the. brake. fluid. within. the.
brake's. wheel. cyl inder. or. brake.
pipe, thereby preventing a sufficient 
amount. of. hydraulic. pressure. from.
being. transferred. even. when. the.
brake. pedal. is. depressed. and. ulti-
mately.leading.to.brake.failure.

Depressing the brake pedal 
to the full position in 2 to 3 
steps guarantees more stable 
braking performance while no-
tifying any vehicles following 
behind that you are going to 
brake, thereby preventing col-
lisions.
only apply as much force to 
the brake pedal as is needed 
to stop the vehicle.

•

•

CAUTiON
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PArkIng BrAkE lEVEr

(1).parking.brake
(A).To.deactivate.it,.hold.the.button.down.while.

pushing.upwards
(B) To fix it in place, pull downwards

The.parking.brake. lever. is.similar. to.
the.one. installed. to.cars..Make.sure.
that. the. parking. brake. is. released.
before.driving.

uuvo430A

111

AA

BB

u24o438A

To avoid possible injury, death 
or loss of property from a ma-
chine runaway:

with the engine off, the ve-
hicle may move unexpectedly 
regardless of the gear shift 
position.
Before leaving the vehicle cer-
tainly apply the parking brake 
to prevent machine runaway.

•

•

wARNiNG
An unauthorized person or 
child can move or operate the 
vehicle. Therefore, make sure 
to apply the parking brake and 
carry the key with you when 
leaving the vehicle. 
This vehicle is equipped with 
the CVT (Continuous Variable 
Transmission). Therefore, the 
vehicle may roll down a slope 
if the parking brake is not en-
gaged even though the shift 
lever is in the "h", "l" or "r" 
position. Make sure to apply 
the parking brake before leav-
ing your vehicle.  

•

•

wARNiNG
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(1).differential.Lock.Lever.
(A).upper.position:.unlock
(b).Lower.position:.Lock

On hard firm ground, the differential 
system.should.be.unlocked.to.secure.
safe.turning.
when. the. wheel. on. one. side. is. on.
a. slippery. surface,. such. as. mud. or.
icy. road,. the. wheels. on. a. slippery.
surface. lose. traction.and. rotate. fast.
while.the.wheel.on.a.normal.surface.
do.not.rotate,.resulting.in.the.vehicle.
stuck. into. its. position.. In. order. to.
prevent. this. situation,. this. vehicle. is.
equipped. with. the. differential. lock.
system.

DIFFErEnTIAl loCk lEVEr (rEAr whEEl)

A

B

A

B

111

u24o439A

[DiFFERENTiAL LOCK SySTEm]
The.differential.lock.system.is.to.con-
nect. the. wheel. on. the. left. and. right.
mechanically. to. rotate. them. at. the.
same.speed.regardless.of.friction.ap-
plied. to. them. even. on. a. slippery. or.
bumpy.road.for.better.traction.

The differential lock lever 
should be placed back into the 
"Unlock" position after plac-
ing it into the "lock" position 
to drive on a bumpy road or to 
free the vehicle. If the diff. lock 
is often used unnecessarily or 
used on a normal road con-
tinuously, gears related to the 
axles can be damaged or worn.
Make sure to set the steering 
wheel in the straight ahead po-
sition and drive at a low speed 
while the differential lock lever 
is in the "lock" position. oth-
erwise, you can lose control 
of the vehicle or damage the 
differential system, resulting 
in an accident. 
Make sure to move the differ-
ential lock lever to the "unlock" 
position while the vehicle is 
stationary. Moving the lever 
during driving can affect the 
life of the differential system.  

•

•

•

CAUTiON
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2wD/4wD ShiFT LEvER

(1).2wd/4wd.Shift.Lever...(2).Lock
(A).2wd.position. . ...(b).4wd.position

The.2wd/4wd.shift.lever.is.equipped.
with.a.lock.which.should.be.pulled.up.
by a finger in order to operate the le-
ver..(So.does.diff..lock.lever)
The. 4wd. should.be. used. only. on.
a. slippery. surface,. bumpy. road. or.
steep. slope. that. is. lack.of. friction..
The.2wd.should.be.used.in.a.normal.
condition..
The. gears. in. the. vehicle. can. be.
stressed.and.steer.ability.can.be.de-
teriorated.if.using.the.4wd.unneces-
sarily.

lSD DIFFErEnTIAl loCk (FronT 
whEEl)
The.LSd.(Limited.Slip.device). is. in-
stalled.on.the.front.axle.
LSd. diff.. lock. system. automatically.
adjust the wheel rotation speed dif-
ference.on.both.wheel.so. that.helps.
to.distribute.the.traction.force.evenly.
to.both.wheels.even. if. the. road. fric-
tion. condition.on. both. wheel. is. ex-
treamely.different..It.acts.like.a.auto-
matic.diff..lock.system.

A

B

A

B

111

22

u24o440A

SEAT

The. driver ’s. seat. and. passenger.
seat. are. a. bucket. and. bench-type.
seat,. respectively.. In. order. to. see.
the. engine. compartment,. you. must.
first remove the seat cushion on the 
passenger.seat,.then.remove.the.top.
cover.of.the.engine.compartment.
You can adjust the seat cushion to 
suit. the.weight.of. the.driver..Turning.
the front cushion adjustment lever 
counterclockwise. makes. the. seat.
cushion.softer,.while.turning.it.clock-
wise.makes.the.seat.cushion.harder.

(1).Headrest. (2).Seat.back
(3).Seat.cushion. (4).Cushion adjustment lever

2

3

2

111

3
44

u24o441A
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The.seat.belts. for. a.driver.and.pas-
senger. are. retractable. 2-point. lap.
belts.while. the. center. seat. belt. is. a.
non-retractable.2-point.lap.belt.
1..Make. sure. the. seat. belt. is. not.

twisted. and. insert. the. latch. plate.
into. the. buckle. unti l. a. clicking.
sound.is.heard.

2..press.the.red.button.to.un-buckle.

(1).Seat.belt.

SEAT BElT

111

u24o442A

As the safety belt can reduce 
or prevent injuries in an ac-
cident, make sure to wear the 
seat belt during driving. Also, 
be sure the seat belt is not 
twisted as the seat belt may 
not protect an occupant prop-
erly, leading to an accident.
Fasten the seat belt firmly 
when seated in the vehicle.
The seat belt should go around 
your pelvis or as low as pos-
sible, not your waist or abdo-
men. otherwise, the seat belt 
cannot protect you properly. 
Children under age 5 should 
never be on this vehicle.  

•

•

•

•

wARNiNG
never leave the driver's seat 
while the engine running.

•
wARNiNG
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(1) Adjustable Headrest  (A) Upper 
(b).Middle. . . (C).Lower

hEADrEST (IF EqUIPPED)

The.headrest.can.be.installed.on.the.
driver. and. passenger.positions.on.
the.rear.frame..
It height of headrest can be adjust-
able.with.three.steps.

A
B
C

111
A
B
C

u24o443A
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Bench type is different according to each specification. 
The.seat.cushion.can.be.separated..
Removing.the.seat.cushion.can.access.to.the.engine.compartment..

pASSENGER SEAT

(1).Seat.Cushion. . ...........

uT3o471A

11

u24o469A

iTEmS SEAT CApACiTy pERSON

uS 3.bench.Seat 3p

Eu 1.Single.Suspention.Seat,.2.bench.Seat 3p

Au 3.bench.Seat 3p

[K� 2400]

iTEmS SEAT CApACiTy pERSON

uS 2.bench.Seat.(1R),.3.bench.Seat.(2R) 5p

Eu 2.bench.seats(1.&.2.row) 4p

Au 2.bench.seats(1.&.2.row) 4p

[K� 2440]
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The. brush. guard. is. made. of. strong.
metal.tubes.to.protect.the.headlamps.
and. radiator.. It. has.a.winch. installa-
tion.hole.so.that.the.wARN.®.winch.
can.be.installed.to.the.vehicle.

(1).brush.Guard

BrUSh gUArD

u24o445A

The.ROpS.(Roll.over.protective.Struc-
ture). is.a.unit.made.of. robust.metal.
tubes.in.order.to.protect.the.driver.and.
occupants. in.an.accident..The.ROpS.
installed. in.KiOTi's.vehicles.complies.
with.various. regulations.. (EEC,.SAE,.
ANSI)

(1).RopS

ROpS 

Make sure to fasten the seat 
belt during driving. The roPS 
cannot protect you if not wear-
ing the seat belt.

•
wARNiNG

u24o444A

uuvo438A

ROpS :. Rol l. over. protect ive.
Structure
FOpS: Falling Object Protective 
Structure. (installed. mainly. to.
construction.machinery)

•

•

NOTE

 The roPS is to protect you in 
a rollover accident, not to pro-
tect you from falling objects. 
never drive in a dangerous 
or construction area that may 
have falling objects. occu-
pants can be seriously injured. 

wARNiNG
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The. skid.plates. can. be. equipped. to.
protect. the. driving. shaft,. gearbox,.
and.battery. engine. components.un-
derside.the.vehicle.

(1).Skid.plate.1. (2).Skid.plate.2

SkID PlATES (STEEl)

u24o446A

CUp hOLDERS AND STORAGE 
BoxES

(1).Cup.Holders....(2).Glovebox.(driver.Side)
(3).Glovebox.(Center)
(4).Glovebox.(passenger.Side)

There. are. 2. cup. holders,. 1. for. the.
driver.and.1.for.the.passenger.
There. is. no. lid. on. the. glovebox. on.
the.driver.side.and.center.while.there.
is.a. lid. for. the.glovebox.on. the.pas-
senger.side..

22111

111

22

33

44

u24o447A

CArgo BED
 

(1).wire.Rope.....(2)..door. (3).Latch.Handle.
(A).Close.... . . (b).open

To.open. the.back.door.of. the.cargo.
bed,.rotate.and.pull.the.handles.on.the.
both.sides.simultaneously..Also,.make.
sure. the. latch.handles.are.securely.
locked.after.closing.the.back.door.

22 33

u24o448A

A

B

A

B

111

u24o449A
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(1).Hydraulic.Lever. (2).Lever.Lock.bracket
(A).down. (b).up

CArgo BED ConTrol lEVEr (oPTIon)

111

AA

BB

22

u24o461A

To. operate. the.dumping. lever,. re-
move.the.lever.lock.bracket.then.pull.
the. lever.to.dump.or.raise.the.cargo.
bed. and. push. the. lever. to. stow. or.
down.the.cargo.bed..
Always. lock. the. lever.with. the. lever.
lock.bracket.after.using.dumping. le-
ver..

 never drive your vehicle with 
the cargo weight over the 
specified max. load limit.

CAUTiON

Max. load

500.Kg.(1,102.lbs)

 Always lock the lever with the 
lever lock bracket while not 
operating the lever or driving.   

 never let anyone ride on the 
cargo bed during driving. he/
she can fall off the bed and be 
seriously injured. 

 It is dangerous to drive with 
the cargo bed raised. Make 
sure to lower the cargo bed 
to its original position and en-
gage the latch before driving.
when raising or lowering the 
cargo bed, be careful not to let 
any part of your body, such as 
a hand or foot, stay between 
the cargo bed and cab frame. 
grip only the handle to pre-
vent injuries.

•

wARNiNG

(1).Fuel.Tank.cap

FUEL TANK

The. fuel. tank. is. installed.under. the.
right.side.of.the.cargo.bed.and.its.ca-
pacity.is.9.8.gallons.(37.liters)..Since.
this.vehicle.is.equipped.with.the.die-
sel engine make sure to fill the fuel 
tank.with.clean.diesel.fuel.for.optimal.
performance..
Make. sure. to. keep. the. following.
safety.precautions.when.fueling.
1. Make sure that the fuel to be filled 

into.the.tank.is.diesel.fuel.

u24o452A
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2...Avoid.using.electrical. devices,.
such. as. a. cellular. phone,. during.
fueling..

3...The. fuel. is. highly. flammable. and.
even.explosive. in. certain. condi-
tions..Make. sure. to. stop. the.en-
gine. and. remove. the. key. before.
fueling.

4..Never. smoke. while. fueling..Add.
fuel. in. a. well-ventilated. area. and.
keep away from spark and flame. 

5. Do not fill the tank with fuel up to 
the. top..The. fuel. can. expand. by.
heat,. resulting. in. leakage. through.
the. bleeding.hole. in. the. fuel. tank.
filler cap.     

6..Make. sure. to. close. the. tank. filler.
cap firmly after fueling. If fuel over-
flows,. wipe. it. with. a. rag. immedi-
ately.

rEMoTE hYDrAUlIC lEVEr (oPTIon)

(1).Remote.Hydraulic.Lever
(A).Lever.position:.Neutral. Supply. detent

(1).out.port. . (2).In.port.
(A).IN. . (b).ouT

use. this. lever. to. operate. the. hy-
draulic.implement.or.hydraulic.motor.
which. is. attached. to. the. hydraulic.
couplers.on. the.rear..un-lock. the. le-
ver.lock.bracket.and.pull.the.lever.up.
to.operate.the.implement.or.hydraulic.
motor..Return.the.lever.to.stop.oper-
ating. implement.or. hydraulic.motor..
pull.the.lever.to.its.maximum.to.lock.
it.(detent.function).

111

AA

u24o460A

UUVSE07A

A BA B

22111

u24o455A

It is not necessary to hold 
the lever to a certain position 
which is suitable for an imple-
ment with a long operating 
time, such as the hydraulic 
motor.

•
NOTE
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when using the hydraulic mo-
tor after installation, use the 
lever in the detent position. 
when hydraulic motor is not 
in use, you must put in neutral 
position. The oil temperature 
rising due to the hydraulic op-
eration may cause damage to 
the hydraulic unit. 

•

•

CAUTiON

hAnD ThroTTlE lEVEr (oP-
TIon)

(1).Hand.Throttle.Lever.
(A).puLLING

use. this. hand. throttle. lever. to. raise.
up. the. engine. RpM. while. using. re-
mote.hydraulic.
be.sure.to.return.the.hand.throttle.le-
ver.to.its.lowest.position.after.using.

Make sure that the hand throt-
tle lever is in its lowest posi-
tion before driving the  vehicle. 
otherwise, the vehicle may 
take off abruptly and cause a 
fatal accident. 

•
wARNiNG

111

AA

u24o456A

ENGiNE iNSpECTiON

(1). Inspection.Shield.

u24o457A

u24o458A
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It. is. possible. to. inspect. the. engine.
for.most. items.by.removing. the.seat.
cushion. and. raising. the. cargo. bed..
For engine oil level check, just re-
move. the. inspection. shield. on. the.
lower.section.of.the.seat.

CoolAnT, BrAkE FlUID AnD 
ELECTRiCAL DEviCES

The.coolant,.radiator.cooling.fan.and.
brake fluid can be checked by open-
ing.the.hood..
Also,.various. relays.and.controls. for.
electrical.devices.can.be.checked. in.
this.location..
The.coolant.reservoir.tank.can.be.in-
spected.without. opening. hood,. right.
behind.the.right.front.wheel.

(1).Radiator.Cap. . (2).drain.plug

22

111

u24o459A T56o530A

TiRE

Though the tire inflation pressure is 
factory-set. to. the.prescribed. level,. it.
naturally. drops. slowly. in. the. course.
of.time..Thus,.check.it.everyday.and.
inflate as necessary.

(A) Insufficient  (B) Standard
(C).Excessive
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1..Always. check. the. tire. inflation.
pressure. before. driving.. It. is. pos-
sible. to. check. the. inflation.pres-
sure. roughly.by.checking. the. tires.
visually.and.tapping.them.(refer.to.
the figure above). 

2. Check if the wheel nuts are firmly 
tightened.and.tighten.them.as.nec-
essary.before.driving..driving.with.
loose.wheel.nuts.can.lead.to.a.se-
rious.accident..

uuvo458A

Do not use t ires larger or 
smaller than specified.
Do not disassemble or as-
semble the tire. If it is neces-
sary to disassemble/assemble 
the tire, let a qualified service 
person perform the work.
The tire rims can fall out of the 
tires. Therefore, stay out of its 
way when checking or inflat-
ing tires.

•

•

•

wARNiNG

uuvo459A

Do not weld or apply heat to 
the tire rim or disc. The tire 
can explode due to the rapidly 
increased pressure in the tire.
Check tires for inflation pres-
sure, damage, deformation, 
and extended wear on lug and 
damage of the rim and disc. 
Also, check if the wheel bolts, 
rim bolts, and nuts are loose.

•

•

wARNiNG
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Always maintain the proper tire inflation pressure. Make sure the tire pressure does not exceed the pressure recom-
mended.in.the.manual.
[FOR STANDARD TiRES AND whEEL NUT]

pROpER iNFLATiON pRESSURE

Item Type
Inflation pressure  

(Max.)
wheel nut torque remarks 

Front.

work.site 25x10-12 24.psi.(1.69.kg/cm2)

51~58.lb•ft.(7.0~8.0.kgf•m)ATv 25x10-12 24.psi.(1.69.kg/cm2)

Turf 26x10.5-12 20.psi.(1.41.kg/cm2)

Rear.

work.site 25x10-12 24.psi.(1.69.kg/cm2)

51~58.lb•ft.(7.0~8.0.kgf•m)ATv 25x10-12 24.psi.(1.69.kg/cm2)

Turf 26x10.5-12 20.psi.(1.41.kg/cm2)

If tires with a different size from the ones specified are installed, contact the KiOTi.dealer.for.the.front/rear.wheel.
speed.ratio..Improper.front/rear.wheel.speed.ratio.can.result.in.excessive.wear.of.the.tires.

•
NOTE
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Item Type
Inflation pressure  

(Max.)
wheel nut torque remarks 

Front.

ATv 25x10.0x12

32.psi.(2.2.kg/cm2)

36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

Tomahawk.(with.Aluminum.wheel) 25x10x12 50~60.lb•ft.(6.9~8.3.kgf•m)

Heavy.duty 25x10x12 36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

Heavy.duty.(with.Aluminum.wheel) 25x10x12 50~60.lb•ft.(6.9~8.3.kgf•m)

Turf 26x10.5x12 36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

Rear.

ATv 25x10.0x12

32.psi.(2.2.kg/cm2)

36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

Tomahawk.(with.Aluminum.wheel) 25x10x12 50~60.lb•ft.(6.9~8.3.kgf•m)

Heavy.duty 25x10x12 36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

Heavy.duty.(with.Aluminum.wheel) 25x10x12 50~60.lb•ft.(6.9~8.3.kgf•m)

Turf 26x10.5x12 36~38.lb•ft.(5.0~5.3.kgf•m)

[FOR SpECiFiED TiRES AND whEEL NUT]
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it is a good practice to know the 
condition of your vehicle before you 
start it. you should do routine check 
before each use.

CHECk.ITEm
. check the engine oil level. 
. check the engine coolant level.
. clean the radiator grille.
. Check the air cleaner filter.
. check the brake pedal.
. check the gauges and indicators 

on the instrument panel.
. check the headlamps and turn 

signal lamps.
. check the fuel level.
. Visually check the tire inflation 

pressure and wheel nut tightness.
for more information, refer to the 
chapter "maintenance."

PRE-OPERATION
DAILy.INsPECTION

OPERATING.THE.ENGINE
sTARTING.THE.ENGINE

To.avoid.accidents:
Be. sure. to. read. and. under-
stand.the.warning.and.caution.
decals. on. the. vehicle. thor-
oughly.
Run.the.engine.only.in.a.well-
ventilated.area,.or.you.can.be.
suffocated.by.exhaust.gas.
Never.start. the. engine. unless.
you. are. on. the. driver's. seat..
The.vehicle.can.abruptly.start.
off,. resulting. in. an. injury. or.
accident.

•

•

•

WARNING

stop. the. vehic le. on. level.
ground,.stop. the. engine.and.
apply.the.parking.brake.before.
checking.or. servicing. the.ve-
hicle.
For. refuel ing,. refer. to. the.
chapter."maintenance."
Read. information. tit led. as.
"Danger",. "Warning",. and.
"Caution". thoroughly. for. the.
safe.operation.

•

•

•

CAUTION

Using. an. additive. so. the. en-
gine.will.start.more.easily.can.
damage.the.engine..And.it.will.
not.be.covered.by.warranty..
To.protect.the.start.motor.and.
battery. from.damage,.never.
try.to.start.the.engine.for.over.
10.seconds.consecutively.

•

•

ImPORTANT
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1. make sure there is no obstacle 
around the vehicle.

2. sit on the driver's seat and wear 
your seat belt, make sure that the 
parking brake lever is engaged, 
and then press the brake pedal.

(1) shift lever

3. check that the shift lever is in the 
"n" (neutral) position.

(1) parking brake lever
(a) to deactivate it, hold the button down while 

pushing upwards
(B) To fix it in place, pull downwards

the parking brake indicator on 
the instrument panel comes on 
while the parking brake is en-
gaged. it goes off when the park-
ing brake is released.
the engine will not start unless 
the brake pedal is depressed.

•

•

NOTE

the vehicle is equipped with 
the safety switch for starting at 
the "n" position. therefore, the 
engine will not start unless the 
gearshift lever is in neutral posi-
tion and the brake pedal is de-
pressed.

•
NOTE

111

AA

u24o437a

(1) brake pedal
(a) Depress

111

AA

BB

u24o438a

u24o435b
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4. insert the key into the key switch 
and turn it to the "on" position.

7. when the engine is started, re-
lease the key. the key switch is 
automatically returned to the "on" 
position.

8. after the engine is started, let the 
engine run for approx. 3 to 4 min-
utes (10 minutes in cold weather) 
to warm up the engine. (refer to 
"warming up" page 5-10 for de-
tails)

5. check that the following lamps are 
turned on.

	 . charge warning lamp
	 . oil pressure warning lamp
	 . glow plug indicator (9 sec.)
6. turn the key to the "start" posi-

tion as soon as the glow plug indi-
cator goes off. 

(1)	glow plug indicator 	
(2)	Battery	charge warning lamp
(3)	oil pressure warning lamp

(1) key switch        (a) preheat         (b) stop
(c) acc                  (D) on                (e) start 

Never.operate. the.start.motor.
for. 10. consecutive.seconds.
as.it.consumes.a.lot.of.battery.
power.. If. the. engine. cannot.
be. started.within. 10. seconds,.
wait. for. �0. seconds. and. try.
again..
When. trying. to.start. the.en-
gine. again,. make. sure. that.
the flywheel is stopped in ad-
vance.
Do. not. turn. the. key. switch. to.
the. "sTART". position. while.
the.engine.is.running.

•

•

•

WARNING
2211133

u24o501a

A

B C

D

E

A

B C

D

E

111
u24o502b
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CHECkING.WARNING.LAmPs.AFTER.sTARTING.ENGINE

2. if the charge warning lamp does 
not go off in 4 to 5 seconds after 
the engine is properly started, it 
means that the battery is not being 
properly charged. have the charg-
ing system, such as the battery 
and alternator, serviced.

3. refer to "instrument panel" in 
chapter 4 for detailed information 
about other indicators and lamps.

1. if the oil pressure warning lamp 
does not go off in 4 to 5 seconds 
after the engine is properly started, 
stop the engine immediately and 
check the engine oil level. if the 
engine oil level is within safe op-
erating limits, contact your local 
kIOTI.Dealer.

9. check to see that all the warning 
lamps on the instrument cluster 
turn "off". if any lamp remains 
on, immediately stop the engine, 
and contact your local kIOTI deal-
er for assistance.

The. engine. can.be. severely.
damaged. if. it. is. run. with. the.
oil.pressure.warning.lamp.ON.

•
WARNING

It. is. not. recommended. to. op-
erate. the. vehicle. full. speed.
or. excessive. load. when. new..
Doing.so.can.harm.the.overall.
service.life.of.the.vehicle.

. Break. in. the. vehicle. by. driv-
ing.with.light.work.loads.or.at.
a. maximum. of. �/�. throttle. for.
the first 20 hours.

•
ImPORTANT

.Driving. the. vehicle. for. an. ex-
tended.period.of.time.with.the.
charge. warning. lamp. ON,. the.
battery.can.be.discharged.and.
the.vehicle's.electrical.system.
can.be.damaged.

WARNING
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sTOPPING.THE.ENGINE

1. make sure to reduce the engine 
rpm before stopping the engine. 

2. put the shift lever in the neutral 
position. 

3. apply the parking brake. 
4. run the engine at idle speed for 

approx. 2 to 3 minutes, and then 
turn the key switch to the "off" 
position to stop the engine.

5. remove the ignition key.

OPERATING.PRINCIPLE.OF.PRE-
HEAT.sysTEm
1. when the key switch is turned to 

the "on" position, the glow plug 
indicator comes on for 9 seconds 
and then goes off . the engine 
should be started within 3 seconds 
after the glow plug indicator goes 
off.

2. after the engine is started, post-
heat is performed without any indi-
cating lamp on. the post-heating 
function keeps the glow plugs 
activated for approx. 20 seconds 
after the engine is started in order 
to enhance the engine combustion 
performance and reduce harmful 
emissions right after engine starts.

3. the preheat/post-heat function and 
glow plug indicator do not operate 
when the coolant temperature is 
30℃	(86℉) or higher. in this case, 
the engine can be started without 
the preheat operation.

4. In case extra preheating is needed, 
hold the key in (    )position . Do not 
preheat more than 30 seconds. 

Never. touch. the. muffler. or.
heat.shield.until. the.engine. is.
sufficiently cooled down. 

. Failure.to.do.so.could.result.in.
serious.injury.on.burns.

•
WARNING

Apply. the.parking. brake. and.
remove. the. key. from. the. key.
switch.before.leaving.your.ve-
hicle..An.unauthorized.person.
or. child. can. move. or. operate.
the.vehicle,.resulting.in.an. in-
jury.or.accident.
This. vehicle. is. equipped. with.
a. CVT. (Continuous.Variable.
Transmission).. Therefore,. the.
vehicle.may.roll.down.a.slope.
if. the.parking.brake. is.not.en-
gaged. even. though. the. shift.
lever. is. in. the."H",. "L".or. "R".
position.

•

•

CAUTION

If. the. vehicle. is. operated. for.
an.extended.period. of. time,.
idle. the. engine. at. low. speed.
for. 2. to. �.minutes. in.order. to.
cool. down. the. engine. before.
shutdown.

•
ImPORTANT
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1. sit down on the seat and fasten 

the seat belt. 

OPERATING.THE.VEHICLE
HOW.TO.DRIVE

(1) seat belt 

When. leaving. the. vehicle,.
make. sure. to. remove. the. key.
after.turning.off.all.the.electri-
cal.systems..
Also,. be. careful. not. to. leave.
the. utility. vehicle. unattended.
as.the.same.key.is.used.for.all.
kIOTI. vehicles.. It. can. be. sto-
len.
The. horn,. turn. signal. lamps.
and.hazard.warning.lamps.can.
be. operated. without. the. key.
in. the. key.switch.. Therefore,.
special.care.must.be. taken. to.
prevent. the. battery. from. dis-
charging.

•

•

•

ImPORTANT

enter or leave the vehicle through 
the left-hand door.

m55o524a

Do.not. jump.on.or.off. the.ve-
hicle.. It. may. cause. injuries..
Always. face. the.vehicle,.use.
the. hand. rails. and.steps,. and.
get.on.or.off.slowly..maintain.a.
minimum. three. point. contact.
to.avoid. falling.. (Both.hands.
on. rails. and.one. foot.on. the.
step,.or.one.hand.on.the.hand.
rail.and.both.feet.on.the.steps)

•
WARNING

uuVo435c
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2. start the engine after checking that 
the shift lever is in the neutral posi-
tion.

(1) shift lever (1) parking brake
(a) to deactivate it, hold the button down while 

pushing upwards
(B) To fix it in place, pull downwards

3. release the parking brake.

Fasten. the. seat. belt. firmly.
when.you.are.seated.in.the.ve-
hicle.
The. seat. belt. can. reduce. or.
prevent. injuries. in. an. acci-
dent.. make. sure. to.wear. the.
seat. belt.during.driving..Also,.
be. sure. the. seat. belt. is. not.
twisted..A. twisted. or. improp-
erly.fastened.seat.belt.may.not.
protect. an. occupant. properly,.
in.an.accident.
The.seat.belt.should.go.around.
your.pelvis.or.as. low.as.pos-
sible,.not.your.waist.or.abdo-
men..Otherwise,. the.seat.belt.
cannot.protect.you.properly..
Children.under.age.1�.or.who.
doesn’t.have.a.driver’s.license.
should.not.drive.this.vehicle.
Children. under. age.5. should.
not.ride.on.this.vehicle.even.in.
the.passenger.seat.

•

•

•

•

•

WARNING

u24o435b

111

AA

BB

u24o438a
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4. place the shift lever to the "h" (high 
speed) or "l" (low speed). 

5.  Depress the accelerator pedal 
gradually to start off the vehicle. 

6.  the 4wD system can be used as 
necessary.

(1) shift lever
"h": high speed  "l":  low speed
"n": neutral  "r": reverse

Avoid. abrupt. acceleration. or.
braking.for.safe.driving.
When. driving. on. a. steep. hill.
or. loading. or. unloading. the.
vehicle. from. the. transporta-
tion.vehicle,.set.the.shift.lever.
into. the. "L". position. or. the.
�WD/2WD.lever.into.the."�WD".
position.in.advance..
Practice.starting.and.stopping.
the. vehicle. with. the. pedals.
and. levers. until. getting.used.
to.these.controls.
Place. the. shift. lever. into. the.
"L".position.when.driving.on.a.
soft.or.bumpy.surface.or.car-
rying.a.heavy.load.

•

•

•

•

CAUTION
Do.not.shift.the.gear.when.the.
vehicle. is. moving. or. the.en-
gine.is.running.at.a.high.idling.
speed.. To. stop. the. vehicle,.
depress. the. brake. pedal,. and.
then.move.the.shift.lever..
shifting.at.a.high.idling.speed.
can.wear.the.gears..

•

•

ImPORTANT

u24o435b
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7. to stop the vehicle, release the 
accelerator pedal and depress the 
brake pedal. 

(1) brake pedal (2) accelerator pedal
(a) Depressed

it is recommended always to warm 
up the engine before driving in order 
to maintain the durability of the en-
gine and prevent malfunction of the 
engine.
warming up the engine can ensure 
that each part in the engine is prop-
erly lubricated and each hydraulic 
part is in a perfect condition in order 
to prevent malfunction in the engine 
as well as the hydraulic system.

HOW.TO.WARm.UP.ENGINE
1. start the engine and run it at a low 

speed and without load for approx. 
3 to 4 minutes.

2. in cold weather, increase the 
warming up time to 10 minutes.

3. if it is very cold, warm up the en-
gine for approx. 15 minutes.

4. the engine throttle can be open 
for 50 % in order to shorten the 
warming up time.

5. The engine is sufficiently warmed 
up when the temperature gauge on 
the instrument panel indicates 1/4 
of the normal temperature range, 
regardless of the warming-up time.

6. Do not increase the work load or 
driving speed rapidly after starting 
work.

7. run the engine without load or idle  
for approx. 2 to 3 minutes before 
stopping the engine after work.

WARmING.UP

.Warming. up. the. engine. ex-
cessively. increases. fuel. con-
sumption.and.affects.the.dura-
bility.of.the.vehicle.negatively.

.Never. warm. up. the. engine.
and. leave. the. vehicle. for. an.
extended.period.of.time..It.can.
cause fire and an accident.

WARNING

111
AA

AA

22

u24o503a
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uuVo504a

Avoid.running.the.engine.in.an.
enclosed.area.. Inhaling. emis-
sions.can.harm.your.health.
If. it. is. unavoidable. to. run. the.
engine. in. an. enclosed. area,.
make.sure.to.ventilate.the.area.
properly. and. take. proper. ac-
tions. to.avoid. inhaling.emis-
sions.

•

•

CAUTION

(1)  battery				

if the battery is discharged and the 
engine cannot be started, it is possi-
ble to start the engine by connecting 
the discharged battery to a battery 
from another vehicle or other extra 
battery.

1. check that the voltage of the dis-
charged battery is the same as 
the voltage of the other vehicle for 
jump start. (specification for this 
vehicle: 12 V)

2. check the length of the jumper 
cables and position another ve-
hicle near the vehicle with the dis-
charged battery. then, put the shift 
lever in the neutral position, apply 
the parking brake, and stop the 
engine.

3. wear protect ive g lasses and 
gloves and open the battery cover 
of both vehicles. remove the bat-
tery terminal cover as necessary.

4. connect the alligator clips on both 
ends of the red positive cable to 
the positive terminals of both bat-
teries.

JUmP.sTART

+
+

-

-

111
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  5. connect one clip of the black 
negative cable to the negative 
terminal of the normal battery 
and the other clip to the vehicle 
body with the discharged battery. 
make sure to connect the clip to 
the body part without paint.

  6. start the engine of the vehicle 
with the normal battery. 

  7. start the engine of the vehicle 
with the discharged battery.

  8. Disconnect the black cable from 
the negative battery terminals of 
both of the vehicles.

  9. Disconnect the red cable.
10. run the engine for at least 30 

minutes to charge the discharged 
battery.

11. if the battery is discharged again, 
replace it or check the charging 
system, such as the alternator.

Depress the brake pedal to control 
the driving speed.
1. release the accelerator pedal 

completely.
2. Depress the brake pedal evenly 

and firmly. 

sTOPPING

The. stopping. distance. in-
creases.when.loaded.with.car-
go. or. towing. a. trailer.. In. this.
case,.drive.at.a.low.speed.and.
always. consider. the. actual.
stopping.distance.

•
WARNING

this vehicle does not have an 
engine brake function. always 
check the brake function before 
operating the vehicle.
this vehicle is equipped with the 
parking brake system and main 
brake system separately for 
safety. the parking brake should 
be used in an emergency, such 
as brake pedal failure. 
never depress the accelerator 
and brake pedals simultane-
ously.

•

•

•

NOTE
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PARkING

(1) chock														(2) parking brake lever
(a) to deactivate it, hold the button down while 

pushing upwards
(B) To fix it in place, pull downwards

when parking, make sure to pull up 
the parking brake fully. 
the parking brake in the vehicle is 
equipped with separate disc and pad 
in order to enhance safety. make 
sure to use the parking brake in 
emergencies, such as brake pedal 
malfunction, during driving.

To.avoid. possible. injury,.death.
or. loss.of.property. from.a. ma-
chine.runaway:

With. the. engine. off,. the. ve-
hicle. may. move. unexpectedly.
regardless. of. the. gear. shift.
position.
Before.leaving.the.vehicle.cer-
tainly.apply. the.parking.brake.
to.prevent.machine.runaway.

※ .Only.CVT.model.

•

•

WARNING

Never. park. on. a. slope. with.
only. the. transmission. en-
gaged.. The. vehicle. may. roll.
down,.leading.to.an.accident..
If. it. is.unavoidable. to.park.on.
a.slope.and. leave. the.vehicle,.
apply. the. parking.brake. and.
chock.the.wheels.
Never. park. the. vehicle. on.a.
steep.slope..A. serious. acci-
dent.can.occur.

•

•

•

WARNING

11

AA

BB

22
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sHIFTING

this vehicle is equipped with the 
cVt (continuous Variable transmis-
sion) and the shifting operation is 
automatic according to the accelera-
tor pedal operation and outer load 
condition.
make sure to move the shift lever to 
the "h", "l" or "r" position when the 
vehicle is stationary. in order to stop 
the vehicle, release the accelerator 
pedal and depress the brake pedal 
as necessary.

If. moving. the. shift. lever. to.
the. "H",. "L". or. "R". position.
while.the.vehicle.is.moving.or.
the. accelerator. pedal. is. de-
pressed,.the.internal.gears.re-
lated. to. the.shifting.operation.
can.be.severely.damaged..

•
WARNING

DRIVING.ON.sLIPPERy.sURFACEs

it is possible that the vehicle can skid 
with its rear side sliding to one side 
when driving on a muddy, icy or slip-
pery road. therefore, when driving 
in this circumstance, observe the fol-
lowing:
1. slow down before you enter a slip-

pery area.
2. before entering a slippery area, 

move the shift lever to the "l" po-
sition and 2wD/4wD lever to the 
"4wD" position as necessary.

3. avoid abrupt acceleration and 
turning during driving on a slippery 
road.

4. if the vehicle cannot move forward 
due to spinning wheels, stop the 
vehicle, engage the differential 
lock lever and then try again.

uuVo510a Abrupt.braking.or. accelera-
tion. in. the.2WD. operation.on.
a. slippery. surface.can.make.
the. rear. wheels.slide. to. one.
side,. resulting. in. the.vehicle.
skidding..make.sure.to.use.the.
�WD.in.advance.in.this.case..
When. the. vehicle. starts. to.
skid.with.the.rear.wheels.spin-
ning,. release. the. accelerator.
or.brake.pedal. and. turn. the.
steering.wheel.to.the.spinning.
direction.immediately..
If. it. is. necessary. to.brake. the.
vehicle.abruptly.on.an. icy. or.
slippery. road,. depress. the.
brake.pedal.for.several.times.

•

•

•

WARNING
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.It. is. recommended. to. use. the.
�WD.on.a.slippery.road..Using.
the.�WD.can.increase.the.driv-
ing.force.of.the.wheels.as.well.
as. the.braking.performance.
on.a.slippery.road..Also,.it.re-
duces.a.chance.of.the.vehicle.
skidding.at.abrupt.braking.

.It.is.a.best.measure.to.drive.at.
a.low.speed.with.the.�WD.and.
low.gear.position.selected.on.
a.slippery.surface..Otherwise,.
the. vehicle. can. roll. over. or.
collide.

WARNING before entering a curved road, slow 
down your speed. turning at a high 
speed can lead the vehicle off the 
course, resulting in a severe acci-
dent. 
be careful not to lose balance during 
turning. the driver and all occupants 
should wear the seat belts. if the dif-
ferential lock system is used during 
turning on a normal road with suf-
ficient friction, the durability of the in-
ternal gears related to the differential 
system can be damaged. also, there 
is a high chance that the vehicle can 
over turn due to poor steerability.
if cargo is loaded onto the cargo bed 
too high, the center of gravity of the 
vehicle gets high and the centrifugal 
force increases when turning. there-
fore, drive slower when turning. 

TURNING

To. prevent. an. accident. due. to.
loss.of.steering.control:

If. turning.at.a.high.speed,. the.
vehicle.can.turn.over.
Never.use.the.differential.lock.
system. when. turning. at. a.
high.speed.and.even.at.a. low.
speed..A.serious.accident.can.
occur.

•

•

WARNING
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DRIVING.ON.sLOPE
UPHILL.AND.DOWNHILL

1. move the shift lever into the "l" 
position before driving uphill. also, 
select the 4wD as necessary 
depending on road surface condi-
tions.

2. avoid driving on a slope of 15° or 
more. Drive the vehicle at a low 
speed so that the engine is not ap-
plied with excessive load.

15 Maximum

uuVo511a

3. it is hard to steer the vehicle and 
the front section of the vehicle 
can be lifted off the ground when 
driving on a slope with excessive 
cargo loaded in the vehicle. in the 
worst case, the vehicle may roll 
over down the hill. therefore, avoid 
carrying excessive load when driv-
ing on a slope and drive backward 
uphill if necessary.

4. this vehicle is equipped with the 
cVt (continuous Variable trans-
mission), there is no engine brake 
function. therefore, make sure to 
depress the brake pedal to reduce 
the speed when driving downhill.

5. never drive backward downhill 
with cargo loaded. the vehicle can 
roll over.

HILL.INCLINED.sIDEWARD
1. when driving on a road inclined 

sideward, be extra careful not to 
let the vehicle overturn sideward. 

2. the best measure to prevent over-
turn on a road inclined sideward is 
driving at a low speed.

3. never drive on a road inclined 
sideward for 12° or more.

4. if starting to lose balance while 
driving forward on a road inclined 
sideward, turn the steering wheel 
to the downhill direction to gain 
control of the vehicle again. 

5. Be extra careful when driving with 
cargo loaded.
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When. driving. on. a. road. in-
clined. vertically. or. sideward,.
make. sure. to. drive. at. a. low.
speed..Otherwise,. the. vehicle.
can.roll.over,.leading.to.a.seri-
ous.accident.
Driving.with.excessive.load.on.
a.slope.can.lead.to.overturn.
Always. wear. the. seatbelt. and.
safety. gears,. such. as. a. hel-
met,.when.driving.on.a.slope.

•

•

•

WARNING
DRIVING.ON.DOWNHILL.ROADs

Continuously. stepping. on.
the. brakes. while.driving. on.a.
downhill. road.causes. braking.
performance. to. decrease. due.
to. overheating. of. the. brak-
ing. device. and. can. lead. to.
accidents..On. long. downhill.
roads,. be. sure. to. use. a. lower.
gear.and.gradually. lower.your.
speed.using.the.foot.brake.

•
WARNING

DRIVING.IN.FOREsT

1. Drive at a low speed when driving 
in a mountainous area or through 
a forest. 

2. wear protective gear, such as 
a helmet to avoid an injury by 
branches.

3. be sure to wear the seat belt to 
minimize a chance of injury by col-
lision with a tree or rock.

uuVo512a
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consider the following when driving 
through water:
1. check the depth and speed of wa-

ter or water flow before entering it. 
2. avoid a steep path when driving 

through water.
3. be careful not to hit a rock or ob-

stacle and drive at a low speed. 
4. Drive slowly with 4wD.
5. after driving through water, de-

press the brake pedal several 
times to dry the brake disc for  nor-
mal brake operation.  

Driving. through.water.without.
knowing. depth,. speed. and.
bottom condition of waterflow 
is. very. dangerous. and. can.
lead.to.a.drowning.accident.
If. driving. on. a. slope. or. at. a.
high.speed.with.the.brake.wet.
after.driving. through. water,.
the. brake. system. may. not.
function. properly,. leading. to.
an.accident.

•

•

WARNING

salty.water.corrodes.paint.and.
exterior. parts. of. the. vehicle..
make.sure.to.wash.the.vehicle.
thoroughly.with.tap.water..
If.any.part.is.corroded.by.salty.
(sea).water,.it.may.not.be.cov-
ered.by.warranty.

•

•

CAUTION

it is required to service the ve-
hicle after driving through water. 
pay special attention to the en-
gine oil, transmission fluid, front/
rear differential gear cases and 
grease fittings.

•
NOTE

DRIVING.THROUGH.WATER

this vehicle can go through water as 
high as the floor of the vehicle. 
make sure to check the depth of 
water before entering. when driv-
ing through deep water, the wheels 
may lose traction so that you can-
not control the vehicle, leading to an 
accident. make sure to observe the 
specified water depth limit.
Never drive through swift water flow 
even though its depth is below the 
height of the vehicle floor. 

uuV5o13a
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consider the following when driving 
backward:
1. Drive backward at a low speed. to 

stop the vehicle, depress the brake 
pedal gently.

2. avoid abrupt turning and driving
 down the slope backward.
3. never depress the accelerator 

pedal abruptly and pay close at-
tention to the surroundings before 
driving backward.

DRIVING.BACkWARD

h11o515a

If. precautions. are.not. taken.
during.driving.backward,.a.se-
rious.accident.can.occur.

.. Check.if. there. is.any.obstacle.
or. person. behind. the. vehicle.
before.driving.backward..Also,.
keep.the.speed.slow.

•
WARNING observe the following when driving 

on a road:
1. it is recommended to attach the 

"safety lamp kit" (if equipped) from 
kIOTI when driving on a public 
road. 

2. if the vehicle is equipped with the 
turn signal lamps, use them during 
driving. if not, inform other driv-
ers of your intended direction with 
hand signals.

3. it is strongly recommended to 
install the "safety lamp kit" when 
driving on a road at night.

4. use the low beam when driving at 
night. otherwise, the headlamps 
can disturb the approaching ve-
hicle’s visibility.

DRIVING.ON.ROAD
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When.driving.on.a.road,.make.
sure. to. install. the. "safety.
lamp.kit". supplied.by. kIOTI.
and.observe. the. applicable.
regulations.and.laws..If.the.ve-
hicle. is.not.equipped.with. the.
"safety.lamp.kit",.there.will.be.
no. brake. lamps,. turn. signal.
lamps.and. tail. lamps.on. the.
vehicle.. In. this.condition,. it. is.
very. dangerous. to. drive. on. a.
road.
In.some.countries.or. states,.
it. is. illegal. to.drive. a. UTV. on.
public.roads..Be.aware.of.traf-
fic laws before driving.

•

•

WARNING

TRANsPORTING.CARGO

1. Distribute cargo evenly onto the 
cargo bed when driving. 

2. for the vehicle without the hydrau-
lic dump kit (if equipped), it is hard 
to raise the cargo bed if the load 
is concentrated to the front side of 
the vehicle.

3. The max. load limit for the vehicle 
is 500 kg (1100 lbs). make sure 
to keep under this specified limit. 
otherwise, steerability and brak-
ing performance are degraded and 
you may lose control of the ve-
hicle, leading to a severe accident. 

4. load cargo only up to half of the 
load limit when driving on a steep, 
bumpy or slippery road.

5. when loading wide or long objects, 
secure them with ropes firmly. The 
vehicle should be equipped with 
the rear screen (if equipped) so 
that such objects do not hit the 
back of the driver. 

6. when loading heavy material, 
such as sand and earth, distribute 
it evenly in the cargo bed and do 
not pile it over the side frame of 
the cargo bed. 

7. wet sand weighs at least twice as 
much as dry sand. therefore, load 
sand less if it is wet. 

8. make sure to distr ibute cargo 
evenly in the cargo bed. other-
wise, the vehicle can overturn.
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  9. never let anyone ride on the car-
go bed. it can lead to a serious 
accident.

10. the brake system is applied with 
excessive load when driving on 
a slope with excessive cargo. 
therefore, load only up to half of 
the specified load limit when driv-
ing on a slope.  

uuVo515a

11. if an object, such as a rock, is 
loaded, but not secured onto the 
cargo bed, driving on a slope, 
abrupt starting-off or abrupt brak-
ing can damage the cargo bed 
parts and lead to an accident due 
to the object rolling on the cargo 
bed. make sure to secure any 
cargo firmly.

If. loading.cargo.excessively.or.
unevenly,.you.can. lose.steer-
ability.and.braking.control,.
resulting. in.a.severe.accident..
make.sure. to.keep.under. the.
specified load limit and observe 
relevant.regulations.
Avoid.overspeed.driving,.abrupt.
acceleration.and.abrupt.starting-
off.in.order.to.prevent.accidents.
when.the.vehicle.is.loaded.
make. sure. to. secure. cargo.
firmly so that it does not hit the 
driver.. Install. the.rear.screen.(If.
equipped).if.necessary.

•

•

•

WARNING
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UNLOADING

uuVo517a

make.sure.to.check.the.ground.
condition.before.driving.back-
wards.to.unload..
Apply the parking brake firmly 
before.unloading..
Never.drive. the. vehicle. with.
the.cargo.bed.raised..The.car-
go. bed. can. fall. accidentally,.
resulting.in.an.accident..

•

•

•

WARNING

111

AA

u24o450a
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(1) gas spring kit

(1) Dumping lever 
(a) pull up 

1.  open the tailgate with both hands. 
be careful as the tailgate can open 
abruptly due to cargo on the cargo 
bed.

2.  to raise the cargo bed, pull up the 
handle with one hand while turning 
the latch lever with the other hand.

3.  Never apply excessive force to 
raise the cargo bed as you may 
get injured. in this case, unload 
some cargo on the front with a  
shovel or other tools, before trying 
again.
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A. part. of. your. body. may.get.
between.the.vehicle.body.and.
cargo. bed. or. your. waist. can.
get. injured. while. raising. or.
lowering.the.cargo.bed..Never.
apply.excessive.force.to.raise.
the.bed.and.pay.special.atten-
tion. to. install. the.support. rod.
properly.

•
WARNING

TOWING.TRAILER

this vehicle is equipped with a 2-inch 
square hitch receiver in the back as 
standard. be careful of the following 
when towing a trailer
1. this vehicle can tow a trailer and 

cargo with their weight of up to 
590 kg (1,300 lbs). you can lose 
control of the vehicle, leading to an 
accident if towing more than speci-
fied.

2. The max. vertical load applicable 
to the tow hitch is 50 dan (110 lbs) 
which is 10% of the total towing 
load limit. if this specification is 
not met, the vehicle can turn over 
backward.

3. it is very hard to drive backward 
with a trailer connected. keep the 
speed low. 

[Tips.for.driving.backward.with.trailer]
if a trailer is about to go out of a cor-
rect course during driving backward, 
turn the steering wheel to the direc-
tion which the trailer goes then the 
trailer returns to its original course.
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4. When driving over an excessively 
concave or convex surface, exces-
sive stress is applied to the hitch 
connection. a ball-type hitch  (a) is 
recommended in this case. 

A

A

uuVo518a

TRANsPORTING

1. check the width of the cargo bed 
of a transporting vehicle or trailer.

2. set ramps to the transporting ve-
hicle firmly.

3. it is recommended to drive back-
ward onto the transporting vehicle 
to drive out of it more easily later.

4. make sure to set the shift lever to 
the "l" position and the 2wD/4wD 
lever in the "4wD" position.

uuVo519a

5. after getting onto the transporting 
vehicle, apply the parking brake 
firmly and secure the vehicle onto 
the body frame or bracket of the 
transporting vehicle with chains or 
belts.   

6. when transporting the vehicle on a 
road, set applicable decals to keep 
local regulations.

7. always keep the total height in 
mind so that the vehicle top does 
not hit under a bridge or the top of 
a tunnel.
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make. sure. to.secure. the. ve-
hicle firmly during transporta-
tion.
The.canopy,.windshield.or.oth-
er. components,.which.can. be.
accidentally. removed.by.wind.
during. transportation,. should.
be.removed.in.advance.before.
transportation.and.transported.
separately...
The.above.precautions.should.
be. kept. in. order. to. avoid. a.
serious.accident.during.trans-
portation.

•

•

•

WARNING

(1) 2wD/4wD shift lever
(2) Detent knob
(a) 2wD (b) 4wD

the rear wheels are driven in the 
2wD mode while all the wheels are 
driven in the 4wD mode. keep the 
following instructions to use the 4wD 
correctly:
1. it is recommended to use the 4wD 

when driving on a slippery, muddy 
or icy road, driving through water 
or driving to load or unload the ve-
hicle to the transporting vehicle.

�WD.OPERATION

2. when moving the 2wD/4wD lever, 
push up the detent knob with a fin-
ger and then move the lever.

3. to operate the shift lever, depress 
the brake pedal and stop the ve-
hicle completely. it is hard to shift 
when the vehicle is moving or the 
engine is running at a high idling 
speed. moreover, abnormal noise 
may occur and parts related to 
the shifting operation can be dam-
aged. 

4. move the 2wD/4wD lever back to 
the "2wD" position as soon as the 
4wD is not necessary. prolonged 
use of the 4wD in a normal con-
dition can increase the fuel con-
sumption and decrease the dura-
bility of parts related to the power 
transfer system. it also affects the 
steering performance negatively. 

A

B

A

B

111
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5. in some cases, it may be hard to 
move the 2wD/4wD shift lever 
out of the "4wD" position. this is 
because parts related to the shift-
ing operation are firmly engaged. 
these parts can be released eas-
ily by changing the driving direc-
tion. (forward or backward)

Never.try.to.shift.the.gear.while.
the.vehicle. is.moving.or. the.
engine. is. running. at. a. high.
speed..The.power.transfer.sys-
tem.can.be.severely.damaged.
and.an.accident.can.occur.

•
WARNING

DIFFERENTIAL.LOCk.OPERATION

(1) Differential lock lever 
(a) unlock  (b) lock

On hard firm ground, the differential 
system should be unlocked to secure 
safe turning.
when the wheel on one side is on a 
slippery surface, such as mud or icy 
road, the wheels on a slippery surface 
lose traction and rotate fast while the 
wheel on a normal surface do not ro-
tate, resulting in the vehicle stuck into 
its position. in order to prevent this 
situation, this vehicle is equipped with 
the differential lock system.

[DIFFERENTIAL.LOCk.sysTEm]
the differential lock system is to con-
nect the wheel on the left and right 
mechanically to rotate them at the 
same speed regardless of friction ap-
plied to them even on a slippery or 
bumpy road for better traction.

A

B

A

B

111
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TAILGATE.(BACk.DOOR)

(1) latch lever

1. when opening the tailgate, it can 
open abruptly due to cargo on the 
cargo bed. therefore, support the 
upper side of it with both hands 
when pushing the latch lever.

2. keep your feet as far as pos-
sible as any object can fall off the 
cargo bed when the tailgate opens 
abruptly.

(1) gate

h11o585a

111
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111
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there are various types of oil and 
fluids used in this vehicle for the op-
eration, lubrication, cooling and anti-
corrosion of the vehicle. 
If any oil or fluid is insufficient, de-
graded or contaminated, it can cause 
incorrect operation and seizure, re-
sulting in damage of the vehicle. 
In order to protect the vehicle prop-
erly and keep it in a perfect condi-
tion, make sure to refill or change the 
oil and fluid specified in accordance 
with the maintenance intervals. Refer 
to chapter 7  "Maintenance".

ESSEnTiAL REPLACEMEnT PART
OiLS And fLuid

nO iTEM SPECifiCATiOn CAPACiTY

1 Engine 
Oil sae 15W40 0.85 (3.2)

2 Gear 
Box

Daedong : UTF 55
Shell : Donax-TD,
Exxonmobil : Mo-

bilfluid 424
exxon Hydraul 560
BP : Tractran UTH

0.23 (0.9)

3 front 
differ. 0.16 (0.6)

4 rear 
differ. 0.21 (0.8)

5 Grease SAE multifunc-
tional a little

6 anti-
freeze

Ethylene glycol 
and water (50:50) 1.32 (5.0)

7 Brake 
Oil dOt 3 -

u.s.Gal. (l)

The various filters and air cleaner 
are consumables to filter foreign ma-
terials from oil and air. Make sure to 
check or replace these parts when 
changing oil. 

fiLTERS

UUVO601A UUVO602A
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REPLACEMENT PARTS 6-�

6

Rubber belts, hoses and boots get 
tender and cracked as they age. 
Continuos use of a belt, hose or boot 
in poor condition can result in failure, 
causing a serious problem to the 
vehicle. Make sure to replace such 
parts at the specified intervals in or-
der to prevent accidents. 

BELTS And RuBBER PARTS

n0 PART nO dESCRiPTiOn QTY

1 e5205-32091 Engine Oil Filter 1

2 84612-4316-0 Fuel Filter Element 1

3 t2350-11641 air filter 1

n0 PART nO dESCRiPTiOn QTY

1 eC11-0025a fan Belt 1

2 u3210-29141 CVt Belt 1

3 U3215-40011 (4pc) Brake pad 2

ELECTRiC PARTS 

n0 PART nO dESCRiPTiOn QTY

1 ud26-0050a Headlight Bulb 2

2 1C6900-06180 slow Blow 
fuse 2

3 t5210-68652 fuse 5a 8

4 t5210-68662 fuse 10a 4

5 T5210-68672 fuse 15a 3

6 t5210-68682 fuse 20a 2

7 t5210-68692 fuse 25a 3

UUVO603A UUVO604A
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7

MAINTENANCE ChECk lIsT
DAIly ChECk ChART

※ for detailed information about maintenance codes, refer to the corresponding section in each chapter.

sERVICE sChEDUlE MAINTENANCE  
CoDEsITEM sERVICE REQUIRED

engine cooling system clean debris from radiator, screen and grills. check coolant level in the res-
ervoir tank. o, p ,Q

seat belt check the condition of seat belt and mounting hardware. 

tires check for wear, damaged tires and  air pressure.
check wheel hub nuts are tightened.

parking brake condition check operation and adjust if required. aa

brake condition check operation and adjust if required.

clean pedals clean brake pedals, travel control pedal, and footrest area. y

general items check for loose or broken parts, instrument 
operation, oil leaks and damaged or missing signs (decals). ae, af, ag, ah
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MAINTENANCE INTERVAl TABlE

No
INTERVAl

ChECk ITEM
RUN hoUR RUN AGE MAINTENANCE

CoDEs10 50 100 200 250 300 �00 800 1000 1yEAR 2yEAR

1 Engine oil and filter replace ⊙ ○ f

2 Fuel filter replace ○ l

3 fuel line and hose connection check ⊙ ○ M

4 Fuel tank and its filler cap check ○ l, M 

5 Air cleaner filter
check ○

h
replace ○

6 air intake hose connection 
and filter body anti-dust valve check ⊙ ○ i

7 valve clearance check ○

8 injection nozzle check ○ N

9 spark arrester check ○ r

10 coolant replace ○ p

11 cooling system (radiator grill, 
coolant hose, cooling fan) check ⊙ ○ o, p, Q

12 cvt belt replace ○ J

13 cvt pulley and system check ○ J. k

14 gearbox and front/rear axle 
oil

check ⊙ ○
s, t, u

replace ○

※ ⊙: Just once initially, ○: in every interval
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7

No
INTERVAl

ChECk ITEM
RUN hoUR RUN AGE MAINTENANCE

CoDEs10 50 100 200 250 300 �00 800 1000 1yEAR 2yEAR

15 hydraulic oil 
(if equipped with hydraulic kit) replace ⊙ ○ ap

16
pump, cylinder, levers, oil tank 
and hoses related to hydraulic 
kit  (if equipped) 

check ○

17 Brake fluid level check ⊙ ○ x

18 front/rear wheel and parking 
brake pads check ○ aa, ac

19 suspension mounting bushing 
play and mounting rubber check ○ ac

20 leakage from shock absorber check ○ ac

21 Wheel hub bearing clearance check ○

22 Wheel hub bolt tightness check ⊙ ○

23 other bolt tightness check ○

24 battery check ○ aD  

25 steering rack and pinion, ball 
joint     check ○ W

26 Drive shaft and cv boots check ○

27 rops and safety belt check ⊙ ○

28 greasing drive shaft check ○ D

※ ⊙: Just once initially, ○: in every interval
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⊙ must be done after the first 10 or 50 hours of operation.
Engine should be operated, used and maintained in accordance with the owner's manual in order to main-
tain the emissions performance of the engine.

•
•

IMpoRTANT
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lUBRICANTs
to prevent serious equipment damage, use only genuine kIoTI fluids, oils and greases, or equivalents. 

No. ITEM Capacity [ U.s. gal. (l) ] lUBRICANTs

1 fuel 9.8 (37.0) Diesel fuel

2 coolant 1.32 (5.0) antifreezing solution (ethylene glycol) + pure water (50:50)

3 engine oil 0.85 (3.2) engine oil : api ch grade above
oil viscosity : sae 10W30, 10W40, 15W40

4 gear box oil 0.24 (0.9) Daedong : utf 55
shell : Donax-tD,
Exxonmobil : Mobilfluid 424
exxon hydraul 560
bp : tractran uth

5 front differential case oil 0.16 (0.6)

6 rear differential case oil 0.2 (0.8)

7
grease
 rear axle drive shaft
 front wheel hubstrut

small amount Nlgi grade No.2 or equivalent

8
optional hydraulic tank 
oil for dumping kit and 
remote hydraulic kit

2.64 (10)

Daedong : utf 55
shell : Donax-tD,
Exxonmobil : Mobilfluid 424
exxon hydraul 560
bp : tractran uth

9 brake fluid - Dot3
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Check the oil level regularly. Correct the oil level, if needed, before operating.
Always check and add oil with the vehicle on a flat, level surface.
Do not deliberate tampering with or misuse of the engine emissions control system.
Engine should be promptly rectified any incorrect operation, use or maintenance for the emissions control 
system.
Use the follwing fuel to maintain the performance of the emissions control system. Fuel with sulphur con-
tent not greater than 10mg/kg, cetane number not less than �5 and FAME  content not greater than 8% v/v 
shall be used. (EU model)

•
•
•
•

•

WARNING
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DAIly INspECTIoN
ACCEss FoR sERVICE

(1) inspection shield  (1) engine oil Dipstick  (2) oil filter

it is possible to check the engine oil 
dipstick, oil filter, fan belt tension, 
start motor power connection, etc. 
after opening the inspection shield.

this vehicle is designed so that it is 
easy to access the inspection points 
for service. Most of regular services 
can be performed by opening the in-
spection shield under the seat, seat 
and cargo bed.

to check the engine oil, unscrew 
the mounting bolts of the inspection 
shield under the seat and then open 
the inspection shield.

opENING INspECTIoN shIElD (A)

22

111

u24o701a u24o702b
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RAIsING CARGo BED (C)opENING sEAT CUshIoN (B)

(1) passenger’s seat  (2) remove

When disassembling the seat, dis-
connect the passenger’s seat, re-
move the seat bottom plate, and then 
inspect the engine compartment.
Most of the engine services, includ-
ing engine oi l change and head 
cover repair, can be performed by 
opening the seat cushion. 

111

AA

u24o703a

u24o457b

111

AA

u24o450a

u24o450a

(1) gas spring kit

(1) Dumping lever 
(a) pull up 
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Be sure to lock the dumping 
lever and remote hydraulic 
lever with lever lock bracket 
while driving the vehicle.

•
CAUTIoN

7

it is possible to check the gearbox oil, 
cvt, muffler, air filter, fuel strainer, 
parking brake pad for wear and play, 
shift lever cable and differential lock 
cable play by raising the cargo bed. 
also, most of the service items can be 
inspected by lifting the cargo bed and 
removing the seat cushion.

ApplyING GREAsE (D)

there are twenty-one greasing 
points. two of them are located on 
both ends of the universal joint which 
connects the gearbox and rear axle. 
raise the cargo bed and then ap-
ply grease to the greasing points. it 
is recommended to use Nlgi grade 
No. 2 grease.

(1) grease fitting (rear axle drive shaft)

uuvo707b

the other six are located on the 
front suspension. remove the front 
wheels to give grease.

(1) grease fitting (front suspension)

u24o751a
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(1) grease fitting
 (front axle drive shaft around gear box)

it is located on the spline area of 
front axle drive shaft around the gear 
box. raise up the cargo bet to feed 
the grease to this fitting. 

uuvo778a

uuvo779a

the remaining twelve are located in 
the rear suspension section. remove 
the rear wheels to add grease.

(1) Grease fitting 

111

u24o704a
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The engine o i l should be 
checked regularly. Driving with-
out sufficient engine oil can 
lead to severe engine damage.
It is recommended to inspect 
the engine when it is cold be-
fore starting it.
The oil level should always be 
between the MAX and MIN limits.
Be sure to stop the engine 
to prevent an accident when 
checking the engine oil or re-
fueling. 

•

•

•

•

IMpoRTANT

7

6. if the oil level is below the MiN 
limit, add some oil. if the oil level is 
above the Max limit, drain some 
oil through the drain plug.

7. insert the dipstick to its end and 
close the inspection shield.

h11o606a

(1)  oil Dipstick  
(a) Max limit                         (b) MiN limit

ChECkING ENGINE oIl lEVEl (E)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and wait at least 
for 5 minutes.

3. unscrew the mounting bolts of the 
inspection shield from under the 
seat cushion.

4. pull out the engine oil dipstick and 
wipe it clean.

5. insert the dipstick into the end, and 
then pull it out to check the engine 
oil level.

(1) oil Dipstick

u24o705b
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(1) Drain plug

4. place a container under the drain 
plug and remove the drain plug to 
drain the oil to the container. be 
careful as the engine oil may be 
hot.

ChANGING ENGINE oIl AND FIlTER (F)

1. Warm up the engine oil by operat-
ing the engine for approx. 10 min-
utes or driving the vehicle.

2. park the vehicle on level ground, 
stop the engine and apply the 
parking brake firmly.

3. remove the inspection shield and 
seat cushion.

(1) oil filter

5. remove the oil filter through the 
inspection shield and discard it.

6. Apply a thin film of oil to the rub-
ber O-ring of a new oil filter. Then, 
install it by tightening it firmly to its 
end by hand.

7. Install the drain plug firmly.

(1) filler cap

8. Open the filler cap and slowly add 
new oil.

9. the engine oil capacity for this ve-
hicle is as follow. 

10. Install the filler cap.
11. start the engine and run it at a 

low speed without load. then, 
check if any oil has leaked.

oil Capacity

0.85 u.s.gal. (3.2 l)

u24o706a

u24o707a u24o708b
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Do not overfill the oil. over-
filled oil applies excessive 
stress to the crankshaft, lead-
ing to serious malfunction.
Trying to drain the oil while it 
is hot may cause serious skin 
burn. 

•

•

IMpoRTANT

Do not operate the engine 
without the anti-dust valve or 
air filter. The engine can be 
damaged. 

•
IMpoRTANT

7

12. stop the engine and wait for ap-
prox. 5 minutes. then, check the 
oil level and add oil as neces-
sary. 

13. install the seat cushion and in-
spection shield to their original 
positions.

DUsT VAlVE (G)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and raise the 
cargo bed. (in case the hydraulic 
dumping kit is installed, raise the 
car go bed before stopping the en-
gine.)

3. press the corner of the anti-dust 
valve to remove foreign materials 
accumulated inside as shown in 
the figure.

it is necessary to remove dust from 
the anti-dust valve of the air filter fre-
quently.

(1) anti-dust valve

4. check if the anti-dust valve is torn 
or damaged and replace it as nec-
essary.

u24o720a
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REplACING AIR FIlTER (h)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and raise the car-
go bed.

3. Open the cover of the air filter can-
ister to replace the filter.

4. Make sure to fit the filter to the 
center of the canister.

5. install the canister cover after 
checking that the anti-dust valve is 
facing downward without any gap. 

(1) filter (2) cap 
(3) evacuator valve 

if there is a tiny gap caused by a 
loose connecting clamp on the air 
hose, air without passing through the 
air filter could enter the system for a 
long period of time, resulting in short-
ening the service life of the engine. 
carry out the check according to the 
service intervals in this manual as 
follows.

ChECkING AIR hosE AND ClAMp(I)

(1) clamp 1  (2) clamp 2 

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, remove the seat 
cushion and raise the cargo bed. 
(in case the hydraulic dumping kit 
is installed, raise the car go bed 
before stopping the engine.)

3. check if the clamps (1 and 2) are 
loose. if so, tighten them.

4. check if there is tiny cracks or 
flaws on the rubber hose and re-
place it if necessary.

u24o709a u24o710a
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you can get burnt by touching 
hot parts, such as the muffler. 
Wait until hot parts are cooled 
down after stopping the en-
gine. 

•
WARNING

7

it is not easy to inspect the cvt on 
your own. it is recommended to have 
it inspected by your kIoTI Dealer.
1. park the vehicle on level ground 

and apply the parking brake firmly.

ChECkING CVT BElT (J)

2. stop the engine, remove the seat 
cushion and remove the side cover 
on the left of the vehicle.

(1) side cover

3. remove the battery.

(1) battery

4. remove the heat shield covers (1 
and 2).

(1) heat shield cover 1
(2) heat shield cover 2

u24o711a

u24o712a

2211

u24o467a
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5. remove the exhaust pipe, but 
leave the muffler in place. 

(1) Exhaust Pipe  (2) Muffler

uuvo718a

6. remove the air hoses (1) from the 
cvt cover.

7. remove the cvt cover (2).

(1) air hose  (2) cvt cover

8. Measure the width of the cvt 
belt. replace it with a new one if it 
has been used for more than 300 
hours or its width is 1 in. (25 mm) 
or less. for replacement, contact 
your kIoTI Dealer.

(1) cvt belt

uuvo721au24o713a
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Never apply grease, oil, or 
similar fluids on the surface of 
the belt and pulley. 

•
IMpoRTANT

the width of a new belt is 29 
mm (1 9/64 in.). its max. speed 
reduction ratio is 3.55 while its 
min. speed reduction ratio is 
0.68. assuming that its width 
is reduced to 1 in. due to wear, 
the speed reduction ratio would 
be 3.22 and 0.76 respectively. 
therefore, the maximum speed 
would be reduced by 10% and 
the max. torque at a low speed 
would be reduced by 9%. 

•
NoTE

7

9. if foreign materials are caught in 
the components such as the cvt 
belt or cvt pulley or there is dust 
inside the cvt cover, clean thor-
oughly with vaccum cleaner and 
reassemble them.

ChECkING CVT DRIVEN pUllEy ClUTCh BUTToNs (k)
1. remove the relevant parts such 

as the cvt cover by following the 
same procedure as for the cvt 
belt service (see "checking cvt 
belt").

2. check the cvt driven pulley clutch 
buttons (1 and 2) for wear. 

3. if they should need replacement 
due to excessive wear, contact 
kIoTI Dealer. 

(1) clutch button 1  (2) clutch button 2

uuvo722a

4. if foreign materials are caught in 
the components such as the cvt 
belt or cvt pulley or there is dust 
inside the cvt cover, clean thor-
oughly with vaccum cleaner and 
reassemble them.
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it is recommended to start ser-
vicing after filling the fuel tank 
to its top for easy bleeding, as 
it might be needed to bleed the 
fuel line after servicing the fuel 
system.

•
NoTE

ChECkING FUEl FIlTER(l)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and raise the 
cargo bed, making sure support 
is latched. (in case the hydraulic 
dumping kit is installed, raise the 
car go bed before stopping the en-
gine)

3. Water and dust in fuel are accumu-
lated in the filter. Remove the plug 
from the bottom of the fuel filter to 
drain any impurities.

4. Tighten the filter withe a hand (Not 
a tool) after drainage.

6. start the engine and check for fuel 
leakage.

7. if engine cannot be started, this 
could be due to air in the fuel line. 
bleed the fuel line, referring to 
"bleeding fuel line".

(1) fuel filter (2) Drain flug

u24o760a

1. Wipe the surface of the fuel filter 
clean.

2. unscrew the plug on the bottom of 
the fuel filter to drain fuel.

3. Remove the fuel filter.
4. remove foreign materials, such 

as dirt, thoroughly and replace the 
fuel filter with a new one.

REplACING FUEl FIlTER
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7

BlEEDING FUEl lINE (M)

(1) pump (2) air flug

u24o761a

CAUTIoN
Do not operate the start motor 
for more than 5 seconds con-
tinuously. Instead, operate it 
for several times within 5 sec-
onds each time.

•

NoTE
this bleeding procedure can be 
skipped if filling the fuel filter with 
fuel before installation.

•

IMpoRTANT
To protect the catalyst filter, 
keep the followings:

Make sure to use only genuine 
fuel.
keep the engine oil replace-
ment schedule.
Check the engine oil level fre-
quently to keep it to the speci-
fied level.
Avoid any unnecessary engine 
idling.
Never stop the engine during 
driving.
Never place the shift lever in 
the neutral position when driv-
ing downhill.
Do not use any engine oil ad-
ditive or fuel additive.
Avoid driving with any warn-
ing lamp illuminated.
Do not allow any flammable 
materials, such as dry grass 
and paper, to come near the 
catalyst filter while parked.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1. Make sure that the amount of fuel 
in the tank is sufficient.

2. if air is introduced into the fuel sys-
tem line, it becomes hard to start 
the engine. in this case, unscrew 
the bleeding bolt (2) and press 
down the priming pump (1) on top 
of the fuel filter several times.

3. Fuel with bubbles starts to flow out 
through the gap of the unscrewed 
bleeding bolt. When the flowing 

fuel no longer has bubbles, tighten 
the bleeding bolt and try starting 
the engine.
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Modifying sealed parts in the 
fuel system, such as the flow 
limit bolt and engine rpm limit 
bolt, is strictly prohibited by 
the emission regulations. If 
such regulations are not fol-
lowed, it will not be covered 
by warrant and will void any 
warranty.

•
IMpoRTANT

ChECkING INJECTIoN NozzlE 
AND FUEl INJECTIoN pUMp (N)
the injection nozzle and injection 
pump can be inspected only by a 
qualif ied service personnel. for 
detailed information, contact your 
kIoTI Dealer. 

ClEANING RADIAToR CoRE (o)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, open the hood 
and support it.

3. remove the three grilles from the 
brush guard.

(1) brush guard 

u24o714a

CAUTIoN
Never bleed the fuel system 
while the engine is hot.

•

IMpoRTANT
After bleeding, fuel without air 
bubbles is filtered by the fuel 
filter and is transferred to the 
fuel injection pump. Maintain 
the proper fuel level in the fuel 
tank before the fuel tank be-
comes empty. If all fuel is com-
pletely consumed in a Disel 
engine, fuel should be added 
to the fuel tank and then the 
fuel system should be bled.

•

NoTE
if the engine cannot be started 
even after bleeding the fuel sys-
tem, contact your local Dealer.

•
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Do not remove the radiator 
cap while the engine is hot. 
you can get burnt by hot 
steam. Make sure to remove it 
after the engine and radiator 
have cooled down enough.

•
WARNING

Driving with the radiator core 
clogged by foreign materials 
can deteriorate heat radiation 
performance, resulting in the 
overheated engine.
If the distorted or clogged area 
of the radiator core is over 
30% of its total area, it is rec-
ommended to replace it with 
a new one. For replacement, 
contact your kIoTI Dealer.

•

•

IMpoRTANT

7

4. spray compressed air or water to 
the radiator from its inside toward 
outside to remove any foreign ma-
terials stuck in the radiator core. 

(1) radiator 

u24o718a

ChECkING CoolANT IN AUX-
IlIARy CoolANT TANk (p)
When the coolant in the radiator ex-
pands by heat, it overflows into the 
auxiliary coolant tank. on the other 
hand, when the coolant temperature 
in the radiator decreases, the radia-
tor is depressurized and the coolant 
in the auxiliary coolant tank flows to 
the radiator to keep the amount of 
the coolant in the radiator consistent. 
perform the following steps to check 
the auxiliary coolant tank.

(1) auxiliary coolant tank
(a) Max limit   (b) MiN limit 

111
A

B

A

B

u24o719a
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Do not remove the radiator 
cap while the engine is hot. 
you can get burnt by hot 
steam. Make sure to remove it 
after the engine and radiator 
have cooled down enough.

•
WARNING

If you have to keep adding 
water to the auxiliary coolant 
tank, or the coolant becomes 
diluted the radiator can burst 
in cold weather. Contact your 
KIOTI Dealer to find the cause 
and have fixed. 

•
IMpoRTANT1. park the vehicle on level ground 

and apply the parking brake firmly.
2. check the coolant level through 

the sight glass of the auxiliary cool-
ant tank. it is located on the inner 
side of the right  front wheels well.

3. if the engine is hot, the coolant lev-
el may be higher than normal. in 
this case, run the engine at a low 
speed without a load until the cool-
ant in the radiator is cooled down 
and the coolant in the auxiliary 
coolant tank flows to the radiator.

4. When the coolant is cooled down 
sufficiently, add water  an anti-
freeze mix to the auxiliary coolant 
tank so that the coolant level is be-
tween the Max and MiN limits. 

5. if the coolant level decreases 
continuously, have your vehicle in-
spected by your kIoTI Dealer.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and let the engine 
cooled down sufficiently.

3. open the hood.

ChANGING CoolANT (Q)

(1) radiator cap

u24o715a
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7

4. After confirming the radiator cap is 
not hot, unscrew it counterclock-
wise slowly pressing it down. un-
screw it in several steps to remove 
any inner pressure safely.

5. remove the cap after the inner 
pressure is removed.

(1) brush guard

6. remove the lowest grille from the 
brush guard.

u24o714a

(1) coolant drain plug of radiator

7. place a container with a wide 
opening under the vehicle and 
open the drain plug to drain the 
coolant.

11

u24o721a uuvo732a 

2

(1) engine coolant  Drain plug
(2) engine oil filter

8. Now drain the coolant from the en-
gine by removing the engine cool-
ant drain plug.
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  9. loosen the air bleeder bolt for 
fast drain.

10. Disconnect the hose from the 
bottom of the auxiliary coolant 
tank to drain the coolant in it.

11. flush the cooling system with 
clean water 2 to 3 times as nec-
essary until clean water is pres-
ent.

12. reconnect the hose to the auxil-
iary coolant tank.

(1) air bleeder bolt

20. if a different type of anti-freeze 
is to be used, f i l l the cooling 
system with clean water, run the 
engine for approx. 5 minutes and 
drain the water. repeat this 2 to 
3 times before adding new anti-
freeze.   

13. Make sure to install the drain 
plugs for radiator and engine be-
fore filling new coolant.

14. fill the tank with water and anti-
freeze (ethylene glycol) in ratio 
of 50:50.

15. f i l l s low ly the new coo lan t 
through radiator filler with bleed-
ing air out from the air bleeder 
bolt loosened.

16. squeeze the coolant rubber hos-
es several time before  tightening 
the bleeder bolt to make sure no 
air left in hoses.

17. Make sure every plugs and caps 
for cooling by system is inplaced 
firmly.

18. test run the engine to find any 
leakage.

19. the coolant mixture ratio may 
differ by local climate. therefore, 
contact your kIoTI Dealer for the 
correct mixture ratio.

Coolant Capacity
1.32 u.s gal. (5.0 l)

Water+ethylene glycol (50:50)

u24o716b
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you can get burnt by touching 
hot parts, such as the muf-
fler. Wait until hot parts have 
cooled down after stopping 
the engine.  

•
WARNING

7

ChECkING spARk ARREsTER oF 
EXhAUsT pIpE (IF EQUIppED) (R)
1. park the vehicle on level ground 

and apply the parking brake firmly.
2. stop the engine and let the engine 

cooled down sufficiently.
3. Loosen the fixing bolt and then re-

move the spark arrester.
4. apply WD-40 or equivalent to the 

inner side and blow any residual 
with compressed air. Do not blow 
with compressed air too closely, or 
the filter can be damaged.

5. If the filter is damaged, replace the 
spark arrester with a new one.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and let the engine 
cool down sufficiently.

3. raise the cargo bed and support it 
with the support rod.

ChECkING AND ChANGING GEARBoX oIl (s)

(1) filler plug

4. clean around filler plug, then re-
move the filler plug.

5. check that the gearbox surface is 
not hot. then, check the oil level 
and condition with a finger bent 
slightly. if you cannot reach the oil, 
it means the oil level is low. add oil 
as needed to fill.

6. if the color or viscosity of the oil is 
not normal or it is at the oil change 
interval, change the oil.

u24o746a
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you can get burnt badly by 
hot oil. Make sure to work on 
it after it is sufficiently cooled 
down.

•
WARNING

(1) Drain plug

7. to change oil, place a container 
with wide opening under the drain 
plug. then, remove the drain plug.

8. after draining all the oil, install the 
drain plug firmly.

9. When add ing new o i l , add i t 
through a long hose into the fill 
plug location. fill until oil starts to 
spill out of filler plug hole.

10. check the oil level by performing 
the step 5 in the previous page. 
if the oil level is normal, install 
the filler plug.

11. Wipe the gearbox and is sur-
rounding with a rag thoroughly.

12. test drive the vehicle for 5 to 10 
minutes to check for leakage.

(1) funnel

oil Capacity

0.2 u.s gal. (0.9 l)

u24o717a u24o745a
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7

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and let the engine 
cool down sufficiently.

3. raise the hood and support it with 
the support rod

ChECkING AND ChANGING FRoNT AXlE oIl (T)

(1) filler plug

4. clean around filler plug, then re-
move the filler plug.

5. check that the differential case 
surface is not hot. then, check the 
oil level and condition with a finger 
bent slightly. if you cannot reach 
the oil, it means the oil level is low. 
add oil as needed.

6. if the color or viscosity of the oil is 
not normal or it is at the oil change 
interval, change the oil.

11

u24o722a

(1) Drain plug

7. to change oil, place a container 
with wide opening under the drain 
plug. then, remove the drain plug.

8. after draining all the oil, install the 
drain plug firmly.

11

u24o724a
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you can get burnt badly by 
hot oil. Make sure to work on 
it after it is sufficiently cooled 
down.

•
WARNING

10. check the oil level by performing 
the step 5 in the previous page. if 
the oil level is normal, install the 
filler plug.

  9. When adding new oi l , add i t 
through a long hose into the filler 
plug location. fill until oil starts to 
spill out of filler plug hole.

(1) funnel

oil Capacity

0.16 u.s gal. (0.6 l)

11. Wipe the differential case and its 
surrounding with a rag thoroughly.

12. test drive the vehicle for 5 to 10 
minutes to check for leakage.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and let the engine 
cooled down sufficiently.

ChECkING AND ChANGING 
REAR AXlE oIl (U)

3. clean around filler plug, then re-
move the filler plug.

4. check that the differential case 
surface is not hot. then, check the 
oil level and condition with a finger 
bent slightly. if you cannot reach 
the oil, it means the oil level is low. 
add some oil.

(1) filler plug

u24o725a

u24o726a
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you can get burnt badly by 
hot oil. Make sure to work on 
it after it is sufficiently cooled 
down.

•
WARNING

7

5. if the color or viscosity of the oil is 
not normal or it is at the oil change 
interval, change the oil.

6. to change oil, place a container 
with wide opening under the drain 
plug. then, remove the drain plug.

7. after draining all the oil, install the 
drain plug firmly.

uuvo739a

(1) Drain plug

(1) funnel

8. When add ing new o i l , add i t 
through a long hose into the fill 
plug location. fill until oil starts to 
spill out of filler plug hole.

9. check the oil level by performing 
the step 4 in the previous page. if 
the oil level is normal, install the 
filler plug.

oil Capacity

0.21 u.s gal. (0.8 l)

u24o727a

10. Wipe the differential case and its 
surrounding with a rag thoroughly.

11. test drive the vehicle for 5 to 10 
minutes to check for leakage.
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1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine.

ChECkING DRIVE shAFT AND CV BooTs (V)

(1) cv boots (front Wheel)

3. check if the cv boots of the drive 
shaft for the front wheels are torn 
or have a sign of leakage.

(1) cv boots (rear Wheel) 

4. check if the cv boots of the drive 
shaft for the rear wheels are torn 
or have a sign of leakage. 

5. i f the cv boots should be re-
placed, contact your kIoTI Dealer.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine.
3. open the hood and support it.

ChECkING sTEERING RACk 
BooTs AND BAll JoINT (W)

(1) steering rack boot

4. check the steering rack boots, to 
see if torn or have a sign of leak-
age.

11
u24o728a

11
u24o729a

111
u24o730a
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The components related to 
the steering operation directly 
affect your safety. If a condi-
tion of such components is 
in doubt, contact your kIoTI 
Dealer immediately. 

•
IMpoRTANT

7

(1) tie rod end

5. turn steering wheel fully to the 
right and inspect the boots of the 
t ie rod end and nut, then turn 
wheel fully to the left and inspect 
boot of the tie rod end and nut.

6. if the above components should 
be replaced, contact your kIoTI 
Dealer.

111

u24o731a

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, open the hood 
and support the hood.

ChECkING BRAkE FlUID (X)

(1) brake fluid tank
(a) Max limit  (b) MiN limit 

3. Clean the brake fluid tank and its 
surrounding thoroughly.

4. check the brake fluid level is be-
tween the Max and MiN limits.

5. if the level is below or close to 
the MIN limit, fill the tank with the 
brake fluid to the MAX limit.

A
B
A
B

111

u24o732a
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6. if the brake fluid is severely con-
taminated or insufficient, contact 
your kIoTI Dealer.

Brake Fluid

Dot 3

ChECkING BRAkE pEDAl FREE 
plAy (y)
the master cylinder rod of the ve-
hicle is adjusted so that the brake 
pedal free play is 15 ~ 20 mm (0.59 
~ 0.79 in.) at factory. if the free play 
of the brake pedal should be adjust-
ed, perform the following steps.
1. park the vehicle on level ground 

and apply the parking brake firmly.
2. stop the engine, open the hood 

and support the hood.

3. Measure the free play of the brake 
pedal. according to the measure-
ment, adjust the length of the mas-
ter cylinder rod(1).

(1) Master cylinder rod

ChECkING BRAkE pAD (z)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. unscrew the nuts of the wheel to 
be checked only 1 turn.

3. lift the vehicle with a hydraulic 
jack and then support the vehicle 
with the safety stand. then, lower 
the hydraulic jack so that the ve-
hicle chassis sits on the stand.

4. unscrew the wheel nuts complete-
ly to remove the wheel.

(1) Wheel Nut

uuvo746a

u24o733a
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Driving with loose wheel nuts 
is very dangerous and can 
lead to overturn and collision. 
Make sure that they are firmly 
tightened.

•
WARNING

the vehicle should be stopped 
on a slope (up to 10 degrees) 
when the parking brake is fully 
appl ied. With cargo loaded. 
When driving the vehicle down-
hill without depressing the brake 
pedal, there should be no friction 
resistance. in order to keep the 
parking brake in the best condi-
tion, check the parking brake 
with the following procedure.

•
NoTE

7

(1) brake pad

uuvo747a

5. if any of the brake pads on either 
side of the disc is too thin, close to 
0.04 in. (1 mm), both pads for that 
disc as well as the pads for the 
wheel on the other side should be 
replaced. 

6. check the brake pads  on the oth-
er axle, using the same procedure.

7. check if the brake disc is abnor-
mally worn.

8. if the brake pads should be re-
placed with new ones or abnormal 
wear is found on the disc, contact 
your kIoTI Dealer. 

9. When reinstalling the wheel after 
inspection, tighten the wheel nuts 
firmly.

ChECkING pARkING BRAkE (AA)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly. 

2. stop the engine, raise the cargo 
bed and support it with the support 
rod. (in case the hydraulic dump-
ing kit is installed, raise the cargo 
bed before stopping the engine)
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3. adjust the length of the parking 
brake cable. test the cable accord-
ing to the procedures described 
previously and then adjust i ts 
length as necessary.

(1) parking brake cable

4. Measure the thickness of the pads 
on the sides of the parking brake 
disc if any of the pads are close to 
1 mm (0.04 in.), both pads should 
be replaced.

5. after replacing the pads, test the 
parking brake and adjust the cable 
length accordingly. 

6. check if the parking brake disc is 
not worn abnormally.

(1) Disc pad

7. if the parking brake pads should 
be replaced with new ones or ab-
normal wear is found on the disc, 
contact your kIoTI Dealer. 

u24o734a u24o735a
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A direction(soft): suitable for 
driving mountainous area fre-
quently.
B direction(hard): suitable for 
transporting cargo frequently.
special service tool is en-
closed in spare tool box.

•

•

•

NoTE

Driving with loose wheel nuts 
is very dangerous and can 
lead to overturn and collision. 
Make sure that the nuts are 
firmly tightened.

•
WARNING

7

ADJUsTING sUspENsIoN (AB)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. unscrew the nuts of one of the 
rear wheels only 1 turn.

3. lift the vehicle with a hydraulic 
jack and then support the vehicle 
with the safety stand. then, lower 
the hydraulic jack so that the ve-
hicle chassis sits on the stand.

(1) Wheel Nut

the rear suspension equipped on 
this vehicle is adjustable, to allow for 
ride quality and weight hauling. to 
adjust the suspension, perform the 
following steps:

uuvo746a

4. unscrew the wheel nuts complete-
ly to remove the wheel.

(1) hole

5. fit a special service tool to the 
hole and turn it to adjust the spring 
load and stroke.

u24o744a

6. after adjustment, install the wheel 
and tighten the wheel nuts firmly.
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The battery discharges natu-
rally if the vehicle is stored for 
an extended period of time. 
When storing the vehicle for 
a long period of time, run the 
engine for approx. 30 minutes 
monthly to charge the battery. 
Never leave the vehicle with 
the engine running. 

•
IMpoRTANT

ChECkING sUspENsIoN shoCk 
ABsoRBER (AC)

3. check for any sign of oil leakage 
on the shock absorbers for the 
front and rear wheels and their 
surrounding.

4. if the shock absorbers should be 
replaced, contact your distributor/
kIoTI Dealer.

if the shock absorber is malfunc-
tioning, your riding comfort can be 
harmed. in this case, check the 
shock absorber as follows
1. park the vehicle on level ground 

and apply the parking brake firmly.
2. stop the engine.

(1) shock absorber

BATTERy (sEAlED) (AD)
INspECTIoN
Never open or service the battery 
and never add electrolyte to the bat-
tery. Doing so will not be covered 
by your warranty. therefore, when 
checking the battery, observe the fol-
lowing:
1. keep the battery and its terminals 

clean.
2. Connect the battery cables firmly.
3. Make sure the battery vent hole is 

not clogged.
4. fit the battery to the vehicle body 

firmly.

REplACEMENT

111

u24o743a
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The battery terminals and 
cables contains lead. The 
body accumulates lead which 
can cause cancer. Make sure 
to wash your hands after han-
dling these parts.

•
WARNING

The battery has acid that can 
burn your skin.  
Make sure to wear protective 
glasses and gloves.  
Wear long sleeves to protect 
your skin. 
If you accidentally inhaled 
acid, see your doctor immedi-
ately. 
If acid got in your eyes, flush 
with water for 15 to 30 minutes 
and get medical attention im-
mediately. 
If acid got on your skin, flush 
with water immediately and 
see your doctor.

•

•

•

•

•

•

WARNING

7

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine.

(1) side cover

3. remove the side cover (lh).

u24o742a

(1) battery cover
(a) positive (+) cable
(b) Negative (-) cable

4. remove the battery cover and dis-
connect the negative battery cable.

5. Disconnect the positive battery 
cable.

6. remove the battery mounting 
bracket.

7. When connecting cables, connect 
the positive cable first, and then 
the negative cable.

u24o741a
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The battery gas is dangerous 
enough to cause an explosion. 
Do not smoke near the battery.
Do not leave the battery near 
flame or spark.
Do not touch both terminals of 
the battery with a metal object 
simultaneously. 
When disconnecting the bat-
tery, disconnect the negative 
battery cable first.
When connecting the battery, 
connect the positive battery 
cable first.

•

•
•

•

•

•

WARNING

REplACING hEADlAMp BUlB (AE)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, open the hood 
and support the hood.

3. remove the cover.

(1) connector  (2) plate
(3) bulb

4. remove the connector (1), remove 
the fixing plate (2), and pull out the 
socket to remove the bulb (3).

5. When installing a new bulb, be 
careful not to touch its glass. Dura-
bility of a bulb can be deteriorated.

6. reassemble in the reverse order 
of disassembly. 

(1) cover
(a) pull out 

22

11

33

u24o749b

A

111

A
u24o750a

No. Bulb Capacity
1 headlamp hs1 12v 35W/35W

2a rear lamp
(us)

12v 21W/5W
21W

2b rear lamp
(eu, au)

12v 21W/10W
12v 21W
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7

ChECkING AND REplACING FUsE (AF)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, open the hood 
and support the hood.

(1) fuse box  

3. open the fuse box cover. there 
are spare fuses and fuse tongs in 
the center of the box.

11

u24o740a

(1) fuse tong 

4. check or replace the fuse with the 
fuse tongs. 

5. if fuses are blown repeatedly, con-
tact your kIoTI Dealer.

111

u24o739a
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ELECTRIC FAN BEACON LAMP
(OPTION)

Horn

High Beam

Low Beam

Fog LampCluster

Alternator

Power Outlet
USB Socket
Reverse Buzzer

DumpHeater

Work Lamp

Wiper/Washer

Parking Buzzer

15A

20A

10A

20A
5A

5AHorn/FlasherStart SW

Spare Electric Fan

ECU

Display Unit

Brake Lamp

Head/
Position Lamp

15A5A

25A

Spare 10A

Spare

Fuse
Puller

5A

25A

10A

5A

15A

10A

5A

5A

5A
20A

20A 5A

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

Beacon Lamp
(Option)(Option)

(Option) (Option)

Brake Beam

SAFETY
STARTSTARTER Wiper

(Option)

Parking Buzzer
(Option)

u24o757a

[k9 2�00-Us]

ELECTRIC FAN PULL COIL
Horn

High Beam

Low Beam

Fog LampCluster

Alternator

Power Outlet
USB Socket
Reverse Buzzer

Heater

Work Lamp

Wiper/Washer

15A

20A

20A

5AHorn/FlasherStart SW

Spare Electric Fan

Fuel Solenoid

Display Unit

Brake Lamp

Head/
Position Lamp

15A5A

25A

Spare 10A

Spare

Fuse
Puller

5A

25A

25A

5A

15A

10A

5A

5A

5A
20A

20A

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

Brake Beam

FLASHER
UNITSTARTER Wiper

(Option)
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7

HORN

ELECTRIC FAN

HIGH BEAM

LOW BEAM

BRAKE LAMP

PARKING BUZZER

STARTER

Start SW 5A
Spare    25A

Spare10A

Spare 5A

Fuse
Puller

15A
25A

5A

5A

5A

5A

5A

Horn/Flasher

10A

15A

Electric Fan

10A

20A

15A

20A

20A

20A

ECU

Head/

Display Unit

Position Lamp

Brake Lamp

Cluster

Alternator

Power Outlet

Reverse Buzzer
(Option)

Heater
(Option)

Fog Lamp

Work Lamp

Wiper/Washer
(Option)

Parking Buzzer

(Option)

10A

(Option)

Beacon Lamp
(Option)

SAFETY
START

5ADump
(Option)

5AUSB Socket

u24o754a

[k9 2��0-Us]

ELECTRIC FAN PULL COIL
Horn

High Beam

Low Beam

Fog LampCluster

Alternator

Power Outlet

Reverse Buzzer

Heater

Work Lamp

Wiper/Washer

Parking Buzzer

15A

20A

20A
5A

5AStart SW

Spare Electric Fan

Fuel solenoid

Display Unit

Brake Lamp

Head/
Position Lamp

15A5A

25A

Spare 10A

Spare

Fuse
Puller

5A

25A

25A

5A

15A

10A

5A

5A

20A

20A

(Option)

(Option)

(Option-AU)

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

Brake Beam

FLASHER
UNITSTARTER Wiper

(Option-AU)

Parking Buzzer
(Option-KR)

USB Socket 5A

Horn/Flasher

u24o759a

[k9 2�00-AU]
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Horn

ELECTRIC FAN PULL COIL

High Beam

Low Beam

Brake Lamp

Parking Buzzer
(option-KR)

Wiper
(option)

STARTER FLASHER UNIT

Start SW 5A
Spare    25A

Spare10A

Spare 5A

Fuse
Puller

15A
25A

5A

5A

5A

5A

5A

Horn/Flasher

25A

15A

Electric Fan

10A

25A

15A

10A

20A

20A

Fuel solenoid

Head Lamp

Display Unit

Position Lamp

Brake Lamp

Cluster

Alternator

Power Outlet

Reverse Buzzer
(Option)

Heater
(Option)

Fog Lamp

Work Lamp

Wiper
/Washer Motor
(Option)

Parking Buzzer

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

5ARoom Lamp
(Option)

[k9 2��0-EU]

ELECTRIC FAN PULL COIL
HORN

High Beam

Low Beam

Fog LampCluster

Alternator

Power Outlet
USB Socket
Reverse Buzzer

Heater

Work Lamp

Wiper/Washer 

Parking Buzzer

15A

20A

20A
5A

5AHorn/FlasherStart SW

Spare Electric Fan

Fuel solenoid

Display Unit

Brake Lamp

Head/
Position Lamp

15A5A

10A

Spare 25A

Spare

Fuse
Puller

5A

25A

25A

5A

15A

10A

5A

5A

5A
20A

20A

(Option)

(Option)

(Option-AU)

(Option)

(Option)

(Option)

Brake Beam

FLASHER UNITSTARTER Wiper
(Option)

SAFETY START

[k9 2��0-AU]
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MAIN FUsE (sloW-BloW FUsE) (AG) 

(1) slow-blow fuse

if the start motor and all electrical de-
vices do not operate at all when turn-
ing the key switch to the "start" 
position, the first thing to inspect is 
the main fuse.
1. remove the engine inspection 

shield.
2. check if the yellow slow blow fuse 

installed to the positive start motor 
cable is blown.

uuvo758a

3. remove the tape and replace the 
fuse with a new one if necessary.

4. Wrap the fuse with insulation tape 
after replacement. Make sure that 
the inspection shield is visible. 

5. if this fuse is repeatedly blown, 
contact your kIoTI Dealer. 

AlIGNING WhEEl AND 
ChECkING WhEEl NUT (Ah)

(1) Wheel Nut

2. unscrew the nuts on the wheel to 
be replaced for only 1 turn.

3. lift the vehicle with a hydraulic 
jack and then support the vehicle 
with the safety stand. then, lower 
the hydraulic jack so that the ve-
hicle chassis sits on the stand.

4. unscrew the wheel nuts complete-
ly to remove the wheel.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

uuvo746a
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Driving with loose wheel nuts 
is very dangerous and can 
lead to overturn and collision. 
Make sure that they are firmly 
tightened. 

•
WARNING

The tire inflation pressure and 
wheel nut tightness should be 
inspected daily.

•
IMpoRTANT

you can get burnt by touching 
hot parts, such as the muffler. 
Make sure the vehicle is not 
hot before starting servicing. 

•
WARNING5. after reinstalling the wheel after 

inspection, tighten the wheel nuts 
firmly.

ChECkING DIFFERENTIAl loCk CABlE (AI)

(1) Differential lock cable (2) Nut

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, raise the cargo 
bed and support it with the support 
rod. (in case the hydraulic dump-
ing kit is installed, raise the cargo 
bed before stopping the engine)

u24o737a

3. unscrew the nut and adjust the 
cable length.

4. to check the differential lock op-
eration, lift the rear axle with a jack 
so that the rear wheels are off the 
ground.

5. set the differential lock lever to the 
"lock" position and rotate one of 
the wheels manually. it is normal 
that the other wheel rotates in the 
same direction.

6. set the differential lock lever to the 
"unlock" position and rotate one of 
the wheels manually. it is normal 
that the other wheel rotates in the 
opposite direction.
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 you can get burnt by touching 
hot parts, such as the muffler. 
Make sure the vehicle is not 
hot before starting servicing. 

WARNING

Make sure that no one, espe-
cially children, are near the 
vehicle.

•
WARNING

7

ChECkING shIFT AND �WD CABlEs (AJ)

(1) shift cable  (2) Nut 1
(3) 4WD cable  (4) Nut 2

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine, raise the cargo 
bed and support it.

3
422

111
3

4

u24o736a

3. unscrew nut 1 and adjust the 
length of the shift cable.

4. unscrew nut 3 and adjust the 4WD 
cable. 

5. to check 4WD operation, lift the 
front and rear axles completely off 
the ground and support with jack 
stands. 

6. start the engine and move the 
2WD/4WD lever to "4WD" and 
"2WD" positions to check rotation 
of each wheel. 

UsING BIoDIEsEl (Ak)

1. it is allowed to use 5% biodiesel 
fuel. if biodiesel fuel of higher ratio 
is used, the engine can be dam-
aged and this will not be covered 
by warranty. 

2. the biodiesel fuel should meet 
astM D6751 , eN14214 and 
equivalent standards.

3. for details about biodiesel use, 
contact your kIoTI Dealer. 
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in this vehicle, the electric fan is 
not installed to the engine, but to 
the radiator under the hood.  

•
NoTE

If getting too close to rotating 
parts, such as the belt, during 
engine running, your clothes 
or part of your body can be 
caught. 

•
WARNING

ADJUsTING BElT TENsIoN (Al)

the engine belt drives the alternator 
and coolant pump. if the tension of 
this belt is below the specification, 
the alternator efficiency decreases, 
resulting in insufficient battery charge 
level and low coolant circulation ef-
ficiency. 
if the tension of this belt is too high, 
it wears rapidly and service life of the 
coolant pump bearing is shortened.

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. stop the engine and remove the 
engine inspection shield and seat 
cushion

(1) adjusting bolt
(a) belt tension

11

u24o748a

3. loosen the adjusting bolt on the 
top of the alternator as well as the 
hinge bolt on the bottom of the al-
ternator.

4. leverage the alternator toward the 
outside.

5. fix the upper adjusting bolt and 
push down the section a of the belt 
to measure the tension.

6. if necessary, loosen the adjusting 
bolt and make adjustment. then, 
measure the tension again.

7. after adjustment, tighten the hinge 
bolt firmly. Check the adjusting bolt 
is tightened as well.

standard Belt Tension (A)

1 in. (25 mm) when pressing center of belt
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Never spray high-pressure 
water to the radiator core, 
spark arrester, various warn-
ing decals, air cleaner inlet, 
CVT cover air inlet and outlet, 
key switch, instrument panel, 
air breather of gearbox and 
differential case, CV boots and 
steering rack boots, alternator, 
various wiring connections, 
electric sensors and switches. 

•
IMpoRTANT

7

WAshING (AM)

it is recommended to wash your 
vehicle with water of moderate pres-
sure and with or without soap. When 
washing your vehicle in a car wash, 
make sure high-pressure water is not 
directly sprayed to the following com-
ponents:

Do not wipe any plastic parts if they 
are not washed. 
spraying insecticide can damage the 
plastic and painted surface. Never 
spray insecticide near the vehicle. 
Do not spill brake fluid on the vehicle 
parts. it can damage the painted sur-
face. If the brake fluid is spilled, wipe 
it immediately. 
Never spill fuel on the vehicle com-
ponents. it can damage the surface. 
if it is spilled, wipe it immediately.

pRoTECTING plAsTIC AND 
pAINTED sURFACE (Ao) 

ChECkING hyDRAUlIC oIl (Ap)

1. park the vehicle on level ground 
and apply the parking brake firmly.

2. unscrew the mounting bolts of the 
inspection shield from under the 
seat cushion.

111

u24o752a

(1) hydraulic oil tank
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3. pull out the hydraulic oil dipstick 
and wipe it clean.

4. insert the dipstick into the end, and 
then pull it out to check the engine 
oil level.

5. if the oil level is below the MiN 
limit, add some oil.

A BA B

11

u24o753a

(1)  oil Dipstick  
(a) Max limit                         (b) MiN limit

oil Capacity

2.64 u.s gal. (10 l)
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

8vEhIcLE STORAGE .................................................... 8-2
daily storage............................................................................8-2
long-term storage ................................................................8-2
Using vehicle after long-term storage .......................8-3

DISPOSAL .................................................................... 8-4
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When operating the vehicle in 
an enclosed area, ventilate the 
area to release exhaust gas to 
the outside. The exhaust gas 
is colorless and not visible, 
but is harmful.
In an area that exhaust gas can 
come in contact with a flame or 
spark, do not store the vehicle 
with fuel in its fuel tank. cool 
down the engine sufficiently 
before covering the vehicle 
with a protective cover.

•

•

WARNING

If the vehicle is not used for 
an extended period of time, 
follow the instructions below 
to prevent corrosion and per-
formance deterioration of the 
vehicle while it is stored.

•
IMPORTANT

vEhIcLE STORAGE
DAILy STORAGE

1. Keep the vehicle clean when it is 
stored. make sure to wash it after work.

2. store it indoors if possible. if it 
should be kept outside, cover it.

LONG-TERM STORAGE

3. remove the battery from the ve-
hicle in winter and store it indoors.

4. add anti-freeze to the vehicle in 
winter season in order to prevent 
the radiator from freezing.

5. remove the ignition key and store 
it separately.

follow the instructions below if the 
vehicle is not to be used for a long 
period of time. this is to operate the 
vehicle again with minimum prepara-
tion after long-term storage.

1. check the bolts and nuts for loose-
ness, and tighten if necessary.

2. apply grease to areas where bare 
metal can rust.

3. repair worn or damaged parts. 
replace parts as necessary. 

4. inflate the tires to a pressure a 
little higher than usual.

5. remove the battery from the vehi-
cle. store the battery according to 
the applicable storage instructions. 

  6. Keep the vehicle in a dry place 
where the vehicle is sheltered 
from rain. cover the vehicle.

  7. the vehicle should be stored in 
an enclosed area to avoid direct 
sunlight or heat. make sure the 
tires are not exposed to sunlight 
and heat directly.

  8.  Keep the vehicle, including the 
engine components, clean.

  9. Apply grease to every grease fit-
ting as needed.

10. apply grease to the exposed 
cylinder rod (if equipped with the 
dumping kit).

11.  check the coolant condition. if 
necessary, drain and flush it, 
and then refill with anti-freeze 
and water. KIOTI recommends a 
50/50 mix.

12. set the shift lever to the neutral 
position.

13.  attach a tag onto the vehicle to 
inform the storage condition of 
the vehicle.
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If the battery is not to be re-
moved, disconnect its nega-
tive terminal at least. The wir-
ing can be gnawed by rodents, 
leading to a fire.

•
cAUTION

When cleaning the vehicle, be 
sure to stop the engine. Allow 
sufficient time for the engine 
to cool before cleaning.
cover the vehicle after the 
muffler and engine is cooled 
down.
The battery should be re-
charged every 90 days while it 
is stored. 
Store the vehicle in a dry and 
protected place. If the vehicle 
should be kept outside, cover 
it with a water-proof cover. 

•

•

•

•

IMPORTANT

8

1. check the tire inflation pressure 
and inflate the tires if they are low.

2. install the battery to the vehicle. 
check that the battery is ful ly 
charged before installation.

3. check the tension of the fan belt. 
4. Check all fluid levels, including the 

engine oil, gearbox oil, front/rear 
differential case oil, engine coolant 
and brake fluid.

5. remove grease from the exposed 
cylinder rod.

6. apply grease to the lubrication 
points, and grease fitting as need-
ed.

7. check if the instrument cluster and 
all parts operate correctly while 
running the engine for a few min-
utes.

8. drive the vehicle outside and test 
the vehicle’s brake operation, shift 
operation, high-speed, low-speed 
and reverse driving, and parking 
brake operation for normal opera-
tion.

USING vEhIcLE AfTER LONG-TERM STORAGE

9. stop the engine and check for oil 
leakage. repair the vehicle as 
necessary.

14. if the machine is being operated 
with Bio-diesel, drain the bio-
diesel and fill the standard diesel 
to run the engine for more than 
30 minutes before the long term 
storage. (more than 90 days)
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DISPOSAL

in order to protect the environment, 
use and dispose of the vehicle keep-
ing the following in mind:
1. When changing the oil or coolant 

by yourself, be careful not to spill it 
and dispose used oil and coolant 
properly according to the appli-
cable regulations.

2. never leave or discard the expired 
vehicle, but contact your local KI-
OTI dealer to dispose it according 
to the regulations. 
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vEHIcLE TROUBLESHOOTING ................................. 9-2

9

9
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Problem check item Maintenance code

1. Start motor cannot run  
    or run at low speed

 Blown main fuse (slow-blow fuse: near start motor cable)  AG

 Loose battery cable AD

 Discharged battery (alternator malfunction) AD

 Key switch malfunction, Hard to start the engine

2. Engine is hard to start
    (with start motor running)

 Insufficient preheating

 Malfunctioning electrical parts related to preheat operation such, as 
preheat relay, controller

 Extra manual preheating is required in extremely cold weather

 Insufficient fuel

 Air in fuel line, loose fuel line clamp or pinched fuel line

 Water or foreign material in fuel

 Clogged fuel filter or fuel hose, blocked fuel filter valve L, M

 Gelled fuel in extremely cold temperature (fuel for winter not used) L, M

This troubleshooting chart summarizes simple service items for users who are familiar with mechanical systems.
For more detailed service items, contact your local KIOTI Dealer.

vEHIcLE TROUBLESHOOTING
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9-�

Problem check item Maintenance code

2. Engine is hard to start
     (with start motor running)

 Fuel with low cetane used

 No operation of solenoid valve

 Injection pump malfunctioning  

 Too high viscosity of engine oil (improper type of oil)

 Incorrect injection of injection nozzle or carbon accumulated onto it N

 Improper valve clearance

3. Engine power is insufficient
     (knocking, vibration, smoke)

 Excessive engine oil (overfilling, water or hydraulic oil mixed with engine 
oil)

 Overheated engine

 Restricted fuel supply (clogged filter, water in fuel, loose fuel line, etc.) M,L

 Improper fuel, low cetane

 Clogged air cleaner H

 Improper injection timing
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Problem check item Maintenance code

3. Engine power is insufficient
    (knocking, vibration, smoke)

 Poor injection nozzle condition or carbon accumulated onto it

 Improper valve clearance

4. Engine is overheated  Clogged radiator grille and core O

 Insufficient or leaking coolant (loose hose connection) Q

 Broken cooling fan

 Defected temperature sensor

 Improper mixing ratio of antifreeze

 Defected radiator cap

 Improper bleeding after coolant change Q

 Faulty cooling fan motor or switch

 Aged or faulty water pump

 Air in coolant line Q

 Thermostat malfunction
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Problem check item Maintenance code

4. Engine is overheated  Insufficient engine oil

5. Engine stops abruptly during   
operation

 Insufficient fuel or clogged filter and hose  H

 Air in fuel line or contaminated fuel

 Seizure due to overheated engine

5. Engine stops abruptly during   
operation

 Engine oil leakage Q

 Coolant leakage Q

 Faulty solenoid 

 Injection pump malfunctioning

6. Electrical device is malfunc-
tioning

   (parts related to preheat, 
starting, illumination, horn, 
etc.)

 Blown fuse AF, AG

 Improperly connected wiring

 Faulty relay and controller (in engine compartment)

 Discharged battery

7. Battery is discharged  Key switch left in the "ON" position
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Problem check item Maintenance code 

7. Battery is discharged  Electrical devices (headlamps, work lamps, turn signal lamps, etc) left "ON"

 Natural discharge due to no operation for a long period of time

 No charging due to faulty alternator, faulty alternator wiring connection

 Frequent repetition of engine start and stop (lack of time to charge)

 Excessive electricity use from external device 
   (additionally attached device, such as implement)

 Prolonged cranking in severe condition

 Expired battery

 8. Vehicle cannot be driven  Parking brake not released AA

 Shift lever not shifted. AJ

 Faulty CVT belt J, K

 9. Poor shift operation (HI-LO, 
      4WD)

 Improperly adjusted shift cable AJ

 Improperly adjusted 4WD cable AJ

10. Vehicle cannot escape a pit   
      or rough road

 Faulty 4WD shift operation AJ
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Problem check item Maintenance code

10. Vehicle cannot escape a pit   
      or rough road

 Differential lock system malfunction (improperly adjusted differential lock cable) AI

11. Power is insufficient to drive 
      uphill

 Shift lever not in "L" position

 4WD not used

 Worn CVT belt J, K

12. Vehicle cannot reach its  
      max. speed

 Worn CVT belt J, K

 Improperly adjusted accelerator pedal cable 
   (engine cannot reach its full speed)

13. Braking force is insufficient  Wet brake

 Insufficient brake fluid X

 Air in brake line X

 Excessively worn brake pad Y, Z

14. Vehicle pulls to one side 
      when braking

 Wet brake pads on one side

 Excessively worn brake pads one side Z

 Air in brake line X
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Problem check item Maintenance code

15.  Parking brake is malfunc-
tioning

      (vehicle rolls down on slope)

 Improperly adjusted parking brake cable AA

 Worn parking brake pad AA

16. Steering wheel feels heavy  Insufficient inflation pressure of front tires

 Insufficient lubrication and contamination due to torn steering rack boots W

17. Steering wheel is not 
      operated smoothly

 Faulty steering knuckle W

 Improperly adjusted toe-in

 Excessive steering wheel play

18. Hydraulic pressure is faulty 
      (if equipped with dumping  
       kit or auxiliary hydraulic kit)

 Lack of Hydraulic fluid in hydraulic tank

 Improper hydraulic oil used

 Faulty valve and pump

※ If you do not find the cause of trouble, consult your KIOTI dealer for assistance.
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NUMERIC
2WD/4WD shift lever ..................................................4-27
4WD operation ..............................................................5-25

A
accelerator peDal ....................................................4-23
access for service .....................................................7-9
aDjusting belt tension (al) .....................................7-48
aDjusting suspension (ab) ......................................7-37
aDjusting the time .....................................................4-16
aligning Wheel anD checKing Wheel nut (ah) ..7-45
applying grease (D) ....................................................7-11

B
battery (sealeD) (aD) .................................................7-38
battery charging lamp ............................................4-21
belts anD rubber parts .............................................6-3
bleeDing fuel line (m) ................................................7-21
braKe peDal ...................................................................4-23
brush guarD .................................................................4-30

C
cargo beD ......................................................................4-31
cargo beD control lever (option) .....................4-32

cautions for Decal maintenance ........................1-28
changing coolant (Q) ................................................7-24
changing engine oil anD filter (f) ........................7-14
checK item .......................................................................5-2
checKing air hose anD clamp(i) .............................7-16
checKing anD changing front axle oil (t) ........7-29
checKing anD changing gearbox oil (s) ............7-27
checKing anD changing rear axle oil (u) ..........7-30
checKing anD replacing fuse (af) ........................7-41
checKing braKe fluiD (x) ..........................................7-33
checKing braKe paD (Z) ..............................................7-34
checKing braKe peDal free play (y) ....................7-34
checKing coolant in auxiliary coolant tanK 

(p) ...................................................................................7-23
checKing cvt belt (j) ..................................................7-17
checKing cvt Driven pulley clutch buttons 

(K) ...................................................................................7-19
checKing Differential locK cable (ai) ................7-46
checKing Drive shaft anD cv boots (v) ..............7-32
checKing engine oil level (e) .................................7-13
checKing fuel filter(l) .............................................7-20
checKing hyDraulic oil (ap) ....................................7-49
checKing injection noZZle anD fuel injec-

tion pump (n) ..............................................................7-22
checKing parKing braKe (aa) ..................................7-35
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checKing shift anD 4WD cables (aj) .....................7-47
checKing sparK arrester of exhaust pipe (if 

eQuippeD) (r) ..............................................................7-27
checKing steering racK boots anD ball 

joint (W) .......................................................................7-32
checKing suspension shocK absorber (ac) .....7-38
checKing Warning lamps after starting engine 5-5
cleaning raDiator core (o) ....................................7-22
combination sWitch ...................................................4-10
controls ........................................................................4-22
controls anD features .............................................4-1
coolant temperature gauge ................................4-17
coolant, braKe fluiD anD electrical Devices .4-35
cup holDers anD storage boxes .........................4-31

D
Daily checK chart .........................................................7-3
Daily inspection ............................................................5-2
Daily inspection ............................................................7-9
Daily storage .................................................................8-2
Decals .............................................................................1-24
Differential locK lever (rear Wheel) ...............4-26
Differential locK operation .................................5-26
Disposal ............................................................................8-4

DraWbar ...........................................................................4-7
Driving bacKWarD .......................................................5-19
Driving in forest ........................................................5-17
Driving on DoWnhill roaDs ....................................5-17
Driving on roaD ...........................................................5-19
Driving on slippery surfaces ...............................5-14
Driving on slope .........................................................5-16
Driving through Water ............................................5-18
Dust valve (g)................................................................7-15

E
electric cooling fan motor ....................................4-5
electric parts  ..............................................................6-3
engine checK lamp .....................................................4-20
engine inspection .......................................................4-34
engine oil pressure Warning lamp .....................4-18
engine serial number .................................................2-2
essential replacement part ....................................6-2
exterior Dimensions ...................................................3-2
exterior vieW .................................................................4-3

F
faDe ..................................................................................4-24
filters ...............................................................................6-2
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F
front hitch receiver ..................................................4-6
fuel gauge ....................................................................4-16
fuel tanK ........................................................................4-32

G
general precautions .................................................1-2
general specifications ..............................................3-4
gloW plug inDicator .................................................4-20

H
hanD throttle lever (option) ...............................4-34
haZarD lamp sWitch ...................................................4-12
heaD lamp sWitch ........................................................4-10
heaD light high beam lamp ......................................4-18
heaDlamp ..........................................................................4-6
heaDrest (if eQuippeD) ..............................................4-28
hill inclineD siDeWarD ..............................................5-16
hooD ...................................................................................4-5
horn sWitch ..................................................................4-12
hourmeter, oDometer  .............................................4-15
hoW to Drive ...................................................................5-7
hoW to Warm up engine ............................................5-10

I
inDex.................................................................................10-1
instrument panel ........................................................4-14

J
jump start .....................................................................5-11

K
Key sWitch .......................................................................4-8

L
long-term storage .....................................................8-2
loWer fuel level Warning inDicator  ................4-21
lubricants .......................................................................7-7

M
main fuse (sloW-bloW fuse) (ag)  ..........................7-45
maintenance ...................................................................7-1
maintenance checK list .............................................7-3
maintenance interval table .....................................7-4
moDe selection button ............................................4-15
mounting location .....................................................1-20
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N
neutral inDicator  .....................................................4-19
noise levels as perceiveD by the operator ....3-11

O
oils anD fluiD..................................................................6-2
opening inspection shielD (a) ..................................7-9
opening seat cushion (b) .........................................7-10
operating principle of preheat system .............5-6
operating the engine ..................................................5-2
operating the vehicle ................................................5-7
operation .........................................................................5-1
option list anD features ...........................................3-8

P
parKing ............................................................................5-13
parKing braKe inDicator ..........................................4-19
parKing braKe lever ..................................................4-25
passenger seat ...........................................................4-29
precautions before operation ..............................1-2
precautions before operation ..............................2-1
precautions During operation ..............................1-4
pre-operation ................................................................5-2
proper inflation pressure ....................................4-37

protecting plastic anD painteD surface (ao)  7-49

R
raising cargo beD (c) ................................................7-10
reflex reflector .........................................................4-7
remote hyDraulic lever (option) ........................4-33
replacement parts ......................................................6-1
replacing air filter (h) .............................................7-16
replacing heaDlamp bulb (ae) ...............................7-40
rops  ................................................................................4-30

S
safety Decal .................................................................1-20
safety precautions .....................................................1-1
safety precautions During servicing ...............1-14
safety precautions When using the rops .......1-19
seat ..................................................................................4-27
seat belt .........................................................................4-28
seat belt Warning lamp (if eQuippeD) ..................4-20
shift lever ....................................................................4-22
shifting ...........................................................................5-14
sKiD plates (steel) ......................................................4-31
spare sWitch panel ....................................................4-13
specification ..................................................................3-2
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S
specifications ................................................................3-1
speeDometer ................................................................4-15
starting the engine .....................................................5-2
stopping .........................................................................5-12
stopping the engine ....................................................5-6
storage anD Disposal .................................................8-1
suspension ......................................................................4-6
sWitches ...........................................................................4-8

T
tailgate (bacK Door) ..................................................5-27
tire ...................................................................................4-35
toWing trailer .............................................................5-23
transporting ...............................................................5-24
transporting cargo .................................................5-20
troubleshooting .........................................................9-1
turn signal lamp .........................................................4-17
turn signal lamp sWitch ..........................................4-11
turning ...........................................................................5-15

U
unloaDing ......................................................................5-22
uphill anD DoWnhill ...................................................5-16

usb port & poWer socKet .......................................4-13
using bioDiesel (aK) ....................................................7-47
using vehicle after long-term storage ............8-3

V
vapor locK ....................................................................4-24
vehicle iDentification number ................................2-2
vehicle serial number ................................................2-2
vehicle storage ............................................................8-2
vehicle troubleshooting .........................................9-2
vibration levels of the tractor exposition 

to vibrations .............................................................3-11

W
Warming up ....................................................................5-10
Washing (am) ..................................................................7-49
When Driving the vehicle ..........................................1-6
When parKing the vehicle .......................................1-13
When starting the engine .........................................1-4
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